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An accident on the old Skeena River bridge was one of 
the incidents that kept Terrace RCMP busy early this 
morning• A vehicle collided with the rail, taking out 
about 10 feet of the barrier. Dennis Beaulach, assistant 
,~ TORONTO iCPi ~ -- ~t;r 
,'qu~tloning key wiiness Phyllis 
Trayne~ for eightdays, a royal 
commission appears no closer to 
discovering who -- if anyone - -  
bridge foreman f rom . the deparl:menf of highways, 
surveys the damage. He said work on the bridge should 
be completed by this afternoon. 
' ' ' t 
No ans wers in baby deaths 
/ 
Despite hoi~ea •e former nursing 
team leader on cardiac ward 4A 
would offer answers about the 
babies' last hours, Trayner's 
testimony has only, deepened the 
Another mystery is Trayner tremendous tress at the inquiry, 
herself. Lamek said Trayner was a "model 
Commission laywer Paul Lamek of 'control" who showed little 
told Trayner on Tueadayi emotion of any kind. 
"The picture we had of you before "Frankly, the discrepancy i s so 




OTTAWA (eP) --.The possibility 
of an election in late August or early 
September ~appoared to grew 
significantly Tuesday as Liberals 
rejoiced at a Gallup poll indicating 
they have pulled ahead of the 
Conservatives for the first time 
since August 1981. 
"Oh yeah, of course,;' said Senator 
Keith Davey; Liberal campaign 
chairman, when asked if the odds 
would favor a summer vote if the 
accuracy of the Gallup survey --  
questioned strenuously by both 
opposition parties -- is borne out by 
future polls. 
"I don't hink there's any question 
about hat." 
Liberal pollster Martin Goldfarb 
agreed. While. any decision on an 
election date will naturally be up to 
the new leader the party elects 
June 16, if the lead holds up "why 
would you want to wait?'/ 
Despite their jdblliation, some 
Liberals took the dramatic Gallup 
news with a heavy dose of caution. 
"We'll have to wait for a few more 
polls I think before we begin to 
establish a basis for action," said 
Deputy Prime Minister Allan 
MacEaehen. 
Finance Minister Marc Lalonde: 
another cabinet heavyweight, noted 
that "what can go up can go down 
and vice Versa." ..', 
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: Rio ts erup t in Ch He 
the turnout at about 20,000, .ano 
independent newspaper estimates 
ranged up to 100,000. 
About 4,000 people attended the 
official labor day rally, which' was 
addressed by Pthechet, at a dam 
construction site 270 kliometre~ 
south of Santiago. 
He said a law to permit 
congressional elections at some 
future date would be drafted nexi 
year. But he also said his plans for a 
gradual return to democracy "are 
being undermined by labor groups 
infiltrated by Soviet communism, 
which seeks violence to achieve its 
ends." 
Pinochet, un army general, ed the 
coup that ousted the elected 
government of the late Marxist 
President Salvador Allende. He has 
said he will rule until a't least 1989.  
Tuesday's clashes began when 
youths, chanting anti-Pinochet 
slogans, beaded for the park from a 
subway station and became trapped 
between hostile subway guards and 
police. 
JOIN THRONG 
As the demonstrators fled through 
a gate, they were .joined by others 
• from inside the park and police 
began firing tear gas at a section of 
the crowd about 180 metres from the 
speak~s' platform. 
SAN?I~,GO (AP) -- Chilean police 
carrying riot gear fired tear gas and 
shotgun pellets at rook-throwing 
youths during a huge May Day rally 
by foes of the military government. 
' At least 80 people were arrested and 
30 injured. 
The battle raged for three hours 
around the fringes of the rally in 
Santiago's O'Higgias Park. It was 
the first time President Angusto 
Pinochet has allowed his opponents 
to hold an international labor day 
rally since the armed forces seized 
power in 1973. 
The National Workers Command, 
which organized the rally, said 
230,~0 people attended. Police put , 
cabinet, even before its first 
meeting, faced a confrontation with 
Israel today because of the arrest of 
three Israeli diplomats 'in Syrian- 
controlled northern Lebanon. 
!sreafi arrests chafenge 
*new Lebanese cab inet  r ' .  
BEIRUT (CP) -- Lebanon's new 'A Syrian mifitary Spokesman The news reports did not neme the 
. Wha le  
trapped 
PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. (CP)I 
- -  Fisheries officers were wat- 
ching a young grey whale seen 
tangled in a halibut llne in Prince 
Rupert harbor on Sunday. 
The whale was located Tuesday 
after officials had been searching 
for it since Sunday. 
Fisheries officials cut off the 
line which was tangled in, the 
whale's mouth and cut off two 
hooks on the rope. 
The whale was left badly 
scarred and was tired, aluglllIh 
and not loold,g good, Uld 
fisheries officer Inn. Mann. 
confirmed Israeli newspaper and 
radio station reports that the 
diplomats were being held by the 
Syrian army in Lebanon. 
The reports aid the diplomats lost 
their way Tuesday while driving 
north of Beirut. 
The Syrian spokesman said in 
Damascus that Syrian soldiers 
arrested "a group of three Israeli 
terrorists who were attempting to 
enter a Syrian-controlled zone in 
northern Lebanon" on Tuesday 
morning. He gave no further details: 
Israel's state radio said Israel 
asked the United States, France and 
the United Nations to intervene and 
secure ' the release of the three 
lsraelis, who served with the Israeli 
liaison office ,in the Christian. 
eoiitrolled suburb of Dboye, north of 
Beli'nt. 
The Israeli Foreign Ministry, in a 
brief s~tement Tuesday night, said 
the diplomats were stepped at a 
Lebanese am~y roadblock earlier in 
the day. 
diplomats, who as members of the 
, Israel-Lebanon Liaison Committee, 
represent the Israeli Foreign 
Ministry in Lebanon. 
ChrisUun.run Radio Free Lebanon 
said the 'diplomats passed two 
roadblocks manned by Christian 
Phalangist militiamen and by the 
Lebanese army,' aleut half-way 
between Beirut and Tripoli, a nor- 
them Lebanese port city. 
OPEN FIRE 
It said the car tried to turn around 
when the Israelis spotted a Syrian 
army roadblock ahead, but the 
Syrians opened fire:, and the car 
overturned. The occupants were 
reported to be unhurL 
Israeli newspaper accounts aid 
Lebanese army soldiers gave in to 
Syrian threats and turned the 
lsraelis over to Syrian soldiers. 
It was not known why the 
diplomats were found 25 kliometres 
• north of the liaison office/ ' 
The office was established as an 
unofficial embassy soon after the 
invading Israeli army captured the 
southern outskirts of Beirut in June 
1962: It was given official sanction in  
a. 1983 troop withdrawal accord 
between Israel and Lebanon. 
Bowing to Syrian pressure, Lebanon 
scrapped the pact this year, but the 
office was allowed to keep. 
operating. 
The arrest of the diplomats oc- 
curred as Lebanese President Amin 
Gemayel and his Syrian-backed 
premier, Rashid Karami, tried 
today to convene the first meeting of 
the newly proclaimed national unity 
cabinet. 
behavior have been under a 
microscope.for several weeks, for 
several months, and some of  the 
incidents may have been 
exaggerated." 
Calling nurse Susan Nellea "a 
friend" and "a member of my 
team," Trayner •said she was 
. astounded when Nelles was arrested 
andcharged with murdering four 
infants, 
" I  thought it just had to be a 
terrible mistake, that this whole 
thing was just horrendous.,' she 
said. " It  was unthinkable." 
14-POINT GAIN 
Gallup said its March 29-31 survey 
of 1,051 adults found Liberal sui0port 
among decided respondents an 
astonishing 46 per cent --  up 14 
points from the March 1-3 survey. 
Tory support among decided 
respondents plummeted, to 46 per 
cent from 54 per cent. The NDP rose 
slightly to 13 per cent from 11 per 
cent. 
Prime Minister Trudeau, who 
announced his resignation Feb. 25, 
said he had "no idea" why the 
Liberals had rebounded so 
. ,  . .  
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dramatlcafly from their record low 
of 23 per cent last September. Asked 
whether itmight have anything to do 
with his departure, he replied: 
"Well, you've got the answer." 
Quebec Liberal MP Pierre 
Deniger said the pall gave him a 
"multiple orgasm" and even Gailup 
spokesman Clara Hatton admitted 
the reversal was so stunning the 
company went back and checked its 
figures twice. "We think it's 
correct," she concluded. 
But ~ Progressive Conservative 
Leader Brian Melreney, speaking to 
reporters in Montreal, scoffed "at the 
results and predicted that when an 
election is called the Tortes. will 
form a majority government. 
"If it (the poll) encourages the 
Liberals to call an election, we wtll 





.. ' , ~Qu.  ( )~.-- COATICO0 
Undaunted by the late~t Gnilup pall 
showing,~ h!~, ~rty. 'trailing , the 
y~ai's, '~Joiisorvative Leadar Brian 
-Mulropey shrugged off his party's 
drop in papular support Tuesday as 
"minor fluctuations. 
"There is no Liberal resurgence 
except in the minds of certain 
pollsters," Mulroney told newsmea 
as he began atwo-duy swing through 
the Eastern Townships where the 
Tortes are hoping to win several 
seats now held by Liberals. .::. 
Mulroney spent most of the day in: :  
Coaticook, Que,, and earlier in"  
Montreal fielding questions about 
Tuesday's Gallup poll, which 
suggested 46 per cent of de~:ided 
voters support the Liberals com- 
pared to about 40 per cent for the 
Tortes. 
Novelist Joan Weir, author of many book) was in town May 1 and 2 to give 
children's novels, held a group discussion at students in the area an idea of what it's like 
Cassle Hall Elementary School, Monday to be an author, and to hold a creative 
afternoon, with some of the students who writ ing workshop at' the Terrace Public 
have an Interest in writing. Joan (holding Library, 
Author tells writing secrets 
' ' interested, but mostly because they 
by RALPH RESCHKE Born in Calgary, she began are willing to think about what they 
Herald Staff WHter 
TERRACE- -  E lementary  
students in the Terrace area were 
given a first-hand look at what it's 
like to be an author of children's 
books, when they met Kamloops- 
based writer, Joan Weir. 
Weir is in Terrace under the 
sponsorship ofthe Terrace Teacher. 
Librarian Assbciation, which 
received a Canada Council grant to 
allow it to bring writers into the 
schools to talk about heir work. 
Weir met with children Monday 
and today to discuss her writing and 
give short readings from her novels. 
writing poetry at an early age and 
after receiving an education in 
Calgary and Winnipeg began 
scrtptwriting for CBC radio in 
Winnipeg. 
From there she moved to a job 
writing children's programs for 
television, short stories for children, 
and then novels. 
She has been writing novels for 
about 10 years and enjoys the work, 
mainly because the audience issuch 
an attentive and interested one, she 
says. 
"1 write for the nine to 14-year. 
olds because they are alert, and 
are reading," she said. 
Weir also writes for adults. She is 
working on a major historical 
project that will be released next 
year. 
The advice she gives to young 
writers is .simple. Be prepared to 
write and write, and write some 
more, because you can never be 
good enough. She also stresses that 
a person must be well organized and 
highly motivated if they want to 
sucaed as a writer. 
Weir is married and has four sons. 
Her husband is a surgeon in 
Kamloops. 
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Jackson 
i wins ..... first 
. ,  primary 
Jesse Jackson won his first 
":primary in the race for the 
Democratic presidential nomination 
! with an easy victory Tuesday in the 
District of Columbia. 
:j Walter Mondale won the Ten- 
nesase primary, continuing his drive 
:toward the nomination and dam- 
:~!penlag Senator Gary Hart's at- 
;i tempts at comeback. 
:' The former vice-president had 40 
per cent of the Tennessee vote while 
Hart and Jackson scrambled for 
second place. 
Jackson took 63 per cent of the 
District of Columbia's vote with 
'Mondsle second and Hart trailing 
far behind. 
• ~ Hundreds of supporters gathered 
at the Washington Convention 
Centre to celebrate Jackson's vic- 
tory at the same spot where he 
launched his campaign six months 
." ago. 
The capital city's voting 
population isabout 65 per cent black, 
and Mondale and Hart had virtually 
conceded the election in advance to 
the clvll:rights leader. 'that made 
Tennessee, with 63 delegates at.- 
stake, the main battiegrousd and all 




' hint th,at  gunman.-,, 
was in--building-"::. ' r~  " ' : 
LONDON CAP) - -  The search Of handguns, two of them loa~ with 
the abandoned Libyan diplomatic live rounds of hollow-nosed am, 
dum bullets; another 18 reunds:0f mission continued today after police. 
found loaded pistols and "proof" 
that n gunman fired from inside the 
building, supporting witnesses' 
accounts of the shooting that led to  
an ll-day siege. 
Commander William Hucklasby, 
head of Scotland Yard's anti- 
terrorist branch, told n news con- 
ferenee Tuesday night that the 
discoveries refuted claims by 
• Libyan leader Moammar Kbadafy 
that Britain was responsible for the 
April 17 incident hat brought about 
the siege. 
"We have found evidence that 
totally refutes COl. Khadafy's 
version of events, which is that 
British armed police fired on the 
building," he said. 
"We have positive proof that shots 
have been fired from a first-floor 
window," he said. 
"This spat is at the side of the 
window from which witnesses aw 
the automatic weapon being fired" 
April 17, when a gunman opened up 
on Libyan protesters outside 'the 
building which housedwhat was 
officially known as the People's 
Bureau, killing a British 
policewoman. 
Libyan officials gave no public 
comment on Scotland Yard's reports 
on the weapons. 
FOUND 8HELLCASE 
Huekleshy said evidence that n 
weapon had been fired --  traces of 
gun powder and metal --  was.found 
on the carpet near a shellcose by a 
window on the .second floor of the 
building. The sheliease came trom a 
9ram submachine.gun. 
Police have said the policewoman 
was shot with an AK-47 submachine- 
gun, which uses a 7.63mm bullet, 
and there was no mention of any 
such weapon in the inventory of 
weapons police said they found in 
the five-storey, 70-room mansion, 
which was evacuated by the 
diplomats and other Libyaas on 
Friday. 
The weapons on the police list 
were: three Colt Cobra .38-calibre 
dum-dum bullets; six rounds of .25- 
calibre bulleis; eight seasof body 
armor; two Sterling automatic 
machine~un " magazinesi * ~0 
sterling pistol grips, and another ~Z~- 
calibre bullet. 
on the list were these three 
pistols: a Smith and Wessen .32- 
calibre; a loaded i.2,~calibre 
Beretta; and a loaded Brovnflng. 
A detective who spoke on enn~tion 
of anonymity, said: "There is 
probably a lot more to come" from 
the search. He added that the guns 
were found in several places." 
,6," Saudi Arabian intermediary 
observed the search, police said. He 
is looking out for Libyan interests 
~fter the evacuation ofthe' balldin~. 
In" Tripoli, Libya, authorities- 
conducted retaliatory searches.. 0 f  - 
the vacated British Embassy, 
Italy's ambassador to  Libya 
reported. 
Britain severed diplomatic 
relations with Libya after the 
policewoman was Idlied."- " 
Ambassador Alessandro Quaroni 
• of Italy said the Libyans did not tell 
him If they found anything .in 
.searches of the embaesy Monday 
and Tue~ay. Italy repre~mts 
British interests in Libya. 
Confirming newspaper reports 
published last week, British Home 
Secretary Leon Brittan told the 
House of Celnmons on Tuesday that 
Scotland Yard had narrowed the 
number of suspecis n the shooting of 
the policewoman to oile of two 
Libyans with diplomatic immunity. 
, Brittan and Foreign Secretary Sir 
Geoffrey Howe nnnounced various 
measures planned against Libya, 
including "urgent review" of all 
arms contracts with the North 
Mrican co.try.  
Prime Minister Margaret That- 
cher on Tuesday refused an op- 
position leader's demand that there 
be a public inquiry on the siege. She 
said such. a report would "risk 
compromising sources" and ordered 
• the findings to be sent only to her. 




By.N!pai F. Hanustord 
Who should cast. 
thedeciding vote?. 
The court ease in Ontario where it was found that 
a father has no legal Status to prevent his wife abor- 
ting their child/san indicator of Just how rotten our 
legal sys~mis in this department. . 
. Putting snide the•particular details of thts case 
and the con~plexittes of the law for a moment, it 
seems an unnrguable principle that a father has an 
interest in the llfeof a e.~lld at:least equal.to that of 
the mother. They're married, a family, they make 
the child together. *The child is'the fruit of their 
union, not something for 'which one party or the 
other is solely responsible. 
Under those circumstances, where the interest is 
equal, what should happen when there is disagree- 
ment over whether the pregnanc~ should be carried 
to full term? Who should cast he deciding vote? " 
Unless the health of the mother is endangered, a 
pregnancy should be carried to full term. 
The Judgment on whether the health of the mother 
is endangered Is left to a panel of doctors, under 
federal aberlion law. Many people, this writer in-' 
eluded, suspect hat the definition of health is loose'i;," 
I a lied and takes In many considerations other,'/'" 
~anPPhether the mother's life is actually in danger. : 
In this particular instance, the court was told by 
the woman that her marriage was shaky and 'she 
doubled whether she could afford to look after 
another child. She also threw in that she had a dif- 
fuclt pregnancy with her first child. One hopes that 
consideration was the determining factor with 
~ieSdsctors, ather than the other which she descrlb" 
ed as her ,'mental situation" and would be groends. 
for adoption rather than abortion . . . .  
One cannot help suspecting that the abertion law 
has loopholes, Just like many other statutes and that 
these are used in some places at some time by peo- 
ple wishing to avoid the consequences of their ac- 
tions. The time to avoid these consequences is right 
at the start when birth control techniques can be us- 
ed. 
Once a life is begun, we do not have the right to' 
terminate it because we can't afford it Or a mar- 
riage is shaky. 
Interesting, isn't it, that if somebody gave birth 
then promptly stifled the newborn baby they 
manady be prosecuted tothe full extent of the law? The 
same fetus has no protection at all under the law up  
until the moment of birth, at which point in time it 
becomes aperson. Yet it is precisely the same col- 
lection of cells, the same shape, the same weight, 
same color eyes the very same baby we are speak- ~ 
lng of. Only its location, in or out of the womb, is difo i 
, o  o "/ " 
f e r e n t . .  
• i'- 
Dollar drops, U.S. rates rise 
• More worries plagued Canadian 
businessmen Tuesday as the dollar 
tumbled to dose nt a22~nonth low of 
77.22 cents U.S., thanks to rising U.S. 
interest rates. 
The currency, down sharply for 
the second straight day, fell 43-100 of 
a cent from Monday's close of 77.50 
cents U.S. and a total of 79-100 since 
last Friday's close of 78.02 cents. It 
is stiff abaut half a cent higher than 
its record low of 76.80 set in June 
1982. 
Meanwhile, Finance ~zister 
Marc• Lalonde, grilled in the Com- 
mons about the decline in gross 
domestic product as well as the 
dropping dollar, washed his hands of 
responsibility. 
Lalonde denied that government 
policies are to blame for the 
weakness of the dollar and argued 
that while the dollar has ~ falling 
against its U.S. counterpart, it has 
been gaining ground against most 
other foreign currencies. And he 
blamed the lockout of B.C. pulp 
workers for the reported slowdown 
in economl~ growth. 
Gross domestic product, one of the 
broadest measures of economic 
price cut of 74 cents a tonne from its' 
Japanese customers. 
Although some objections were 
voiced at the : meeting, B.C. 
Resources will go ahead with plans 
to change its name to Waster Group 
Ltd. Howe said. 
WAGE8 HURT COMPANY 
In anotherbusinees development, 
the president of Loblav/ Cos. Ltd. 
used the Toronto company's annual 
meeting to send his unionized em- 
ployees amessage: The retail chain 
can't continue to pay high wages 
while competing with non-union 
supermarkets. 
Richard Currle said Loblaw 
employees, among the highest-paid 
in the industry, are dedicated and 
productive -- but not enonghlto 
overcome the cost advnntages of the 
company's non-union competiton. 
Contracts with several unions 
affecting more than 9,000 employees 
in Loblaw's eastern operations, 
particularly in Ontario, came;due 
last month. Negotiations have yet to 
start. 
Currie said the fortunes of the 
eastern operations, which include 
Atlantic Wholesalers, Loblaws' 
eastern stores, National Grocers 
and Zehrmart, are riding on those 
negotiations in the coming year. 
Chretien supporters 
scarce in. Quebec 
QUEBI~C (CP) -- Theoretically, Turner also declined comment on 
you couldn't have found a more the 3-2 lead in decided delegates 
ardent Jean Chretten supporter than which he is widely assumed to enjoy 
Alain Denis. over Chretien, virtually his only 
After all, the Laval University competition i the eyes of Quebac's 
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~palico were busy in Poland and" cannon, truncheons and-tear gas to unfurled banners and chanted BCRIC REPORT8 LOSS Turner's company Tuesday night, strongly favors Chretien, the only 
::.Chile, and Pope John Paul ex- 
!~pressed fear that robots may 
!:replace people. 
i! Many of the May Day festivities 
~ireflected official policy, some were 
:iused to express grievances and still 
~:others simply celebrated the 
"~worker. 
Tens of thousands of people 
marched past Lanin's mnuseleum in 
Moscow and 50,000 attended the 
Peking garden party, in Gdansk, 
Poland, Lech Walesa a band of 
follov~ers lipped into an official 
parade and unfurled Solidarity 
banners. • 
West German Workers cheered 
union leaders' demands for a 35-hour 
work week as a remedy for high 
unemployment. President Fer- 
dinand Marcos decreed a 10-per.cent 
pay increase for Philippine public 
employees, and at the Vatican Pope 
John Paul expressed concern that 
robots and computers might make 
manual labor obsolete. 
"All work is worthy of esteem," 
disperse thousands of people 
demonstrating for the banned 
Solidarity labor federation. Several 
dozen" arrests were witnessed by 
western correspondents in Warsaw, 
Gdanak, Wreclaw, Szczein, Nown 
Huta and Czestochowa, but there 
were no reports of injuries. 
30 WOUNDED 
In Santiago, Chile, riot police fired 
shotgun pellets, tear gas and water 
cannon at reck-threwing demon- 
strators during a May Day rally by 
foes of Chile's military government. 
At least 30 people were wounded and 
80 arrested. 
The three-hour battle raged 
"around the fringes of the huge 
gathering in Santiago's O'Hlgglns 
• Park, but did not disrupt he rally. It 
was the first tiine President Augusta 
Pinochet has allowed his opponents 
to hold an international labor day 
rally since the armed forces seized 
power from Salvador Aliende in 
September 1973. 
In Gdansk, Solidarity founder 
slogans at surprised Communist 
officials on the reviewing stand. 
Walesa then disappeared into the 
crowd and want to his apartment 
about 1.5 kilometres away. 
There were no protests at the 
celebration ofInternational Workers 
Solidarity Day in' Moscow's Red 
Square. Marching workers shouted 
"Hurraht" In response to slogsas 
praising Soviet achievements. Many 
marchers carried pasters and 
photographs of President Ken- 
slants Cheroenko. 
Cherneako, 72, looked fit as he led 
members of the Politburo to their 
places atop Lenin's mausoleum to 
view the 90 minutes of festivities. 
There were no epeeches. 
In Peking, the official Xinhua 
news agency said '50,000 people 
In Vancouver, one of the com- 
panies that suffered from the pulp 
workers "lockout reported a $4.7- 
million loss in the first quarter. 
British Columbia Resources 
investment Corp., which had a $13~ 
million profit in 1983, uald the loss 
resulted mainly from the 10-week 
shutdown of pulp mills this spring as 
well as from weak coal markets. 
But president Bruce Howetold the 
annual meeting the company's new 
petroleum assets are expected to 
perform well this year,  forest 
products are expected to improve 
and the corn .party should turn a profit 
in 1984. 
"However, in the coal sector the 
primary market remains very 
sluggish. And, since coal operations 
account for the largest portion of 
"from all walks of life," including your company's asset base, a weak 
party and state leaders, attended a"  performance in this area could 
garden party at the. Workers' result in less than satisfactory profit 
Cultural Palace. At the Workers' picture for 1984." 
Stadium, crowds aw Peking's first The company annotmead last 
fireworks display in 13 years, weak that it had agreed to a coal 
Search for a new /eader:John Munro 
t 
TORONTO (CP)  - -  It's 12:25 p.m.. 
and radio reporter Steve Paikln is 
nervously wearing a path between 
the 10th-lloor reception area and the 
Uth-flonr studios of Toronto station 
CHFI. 
This is live rndio, for gawd's ake, 
and John Munro is nowhere to be 
~en.  
Author Germalne ~Greer isholding 
forth on air about her latest book, 
Sex and Destiny. Slie is an in- 
terviewer's dream -- polished, cool 
and concise. Too concise. There'H be 
IS minutes of dead air to fill unless 
Munro gets hero. 12:27. Jsez. 
A minute drags by. A phone rings. 
He's here• 
Paikin rushes the weald-be prime 
minister into the studio. There is a 
lot of nervous moray in there, and 
the Interviewers pounce. 
Munro is introduced as the guy 
who resigned as labor minister in 
tw8, "after telephonlag a Judge 
concerning a criminal ease." 
Then the first question --  a 
favorite of almost every interviewer 
Munro met during his recent 
Toronto swing: Why run for the 
Liberal leadership when you don't 
stand a chance? 
NOT COOL 
Munro is not cool, He is no Get. 
maine Greet. But this is polities, not 
sex. Munro and Dwtlny. 
"Jsez," sayS Mtmre, clearly 
annoyed. First off, the call to the 
Judge wasn't to interfere with the 
fundamental qusedon of guilt or 
innocence, he says. 
j , ' ,  
forgotten to send in a character 
reference l tter." 
As for his perceived position as a 
dark horse in the race. "That may 
be your feeling, but it isn't mine." 
One month into the leadership 
race it is clear the Munro message 
isn't getting out.' 
The night before, about 400 en- 
thusiastic Chinese supporters had 
overflowed a local restaurant for a 
$50-a-plnte fundralser. It was 
organized with the help of some very 
prominent supporters, including 
Shefla Coppe, the Liberal member of 
the Ontario legislature for Hamilton 
Centre, and Wally Zimmerman, a 
former president of the Ontario 
Liberak. 
NOT MUCH PRE~ 
.But Munro's speech rated only n 
few lines in the Toronto papers. 
Instead, they ran prominent pic- 
tures of fellow candidate Mark 
MaeGulgan stan. ding beside a 
woman in an Easter Bunny costume. 
It's hard to toll Which bothers 
Munro more. interviewers who 
imply he-- 92 years an MP, 14 years 
In cabinet --  isn't even in the run- 
sing. Or those who ignore him. 
"This Is where the eampsd~ 
changes gears," says Hugh Rush. 
ford, recently hired as Munro's 
media expert. 
Look for "some of that John 
Munro, streeffightsr, coming out," 
says Rushford, 
Thare'll be media question-and. 
answer sessions at every stop. Rush. 
ford will get the media out to the 
outsame meaty policy statements. 
The theory seems to be-that while 
Munro may not dazzle, he can wear 
you down. 
BUDGET RAISED 
The Indian and Northern Affairs 
minister has established campaign 
centres in every province and 
territory i and he boasts his 
organization will pay dividends in 
the final weeks before the leadership 
convention i  Ottawa June 14-17. His 
campaign, which he first said would 
be a n0-frills operation of $600,000 to
~3C0,000, now should reach $I 
million, he says. 
Aside from one controversial 
$10,000-donation from a Manitoba 
tribal eauncfl, Munro says he doesn't 
know th~ extent of contributions by 
native people. "I don't want to 
know." The former labor minister 
says he hopes he is winning growing 
support from labor and the working- 
clnss constituency that has 
previously supported the New 
Democrats. 
Munro Is defensive when m- 
terviewurs point eut that he has no 
endorsements from his cabinet 
coHeagnes. In fact, he has Just three 
declured supporters o far in the 
federal Llborel caucus. • 
He resists any speculation that he 
is running only to build a block of 
votes to swiag to Jean Chretien or 
some other anyone.but-John.Turner 
candidate during the convention. 
SCENE 8HIFTg 
The scene shifts now to the airy 
confines of the councU chamber 
" I  happened to call the judge on informal delegate receptions where lounge of Toronto City Hall. 
the day of ~mtoncing became I'd Munro shines. And he'll start giving ..... After being pummelled all day by 
reporters asking, uncomfortable 
questions, Munro has changed into a 
fresh blue suit for a reception he is 
throwing for To rento-area 
delegates. 
Denis is having second thoughts on 
how he'll vote as one of the 3,50O 
delegates at the Liberal leadership 
convention in Ottawa this June. 
'Tm really questioning myself," 
said Denis, 22, emerging from one of 
three closed meetings that Turner 
held in a suburban hotel with 
delegates from the Quebec City 
regiqn. 
"When I came here, I did not know 
this man and I now find he has a 
good approach." 
On his second foray into Quebec 
since entering the race to succeed 
Prime Minister Trudean, Turner 
has taken a personal approach to 
vote-getting --  donning a casual 
cardigan ,sweater, nibbling on 
• sandwiches and chatting with 
decided and uncommitted delegates. 
'REINFORCE, CONVERT' 
"We're reinforcing, the com- 
mittment of decided delegates and 
trying to convert the nndecided," a
top Turner aide said outside oe of 
the meetings. 
Meanwhile, Turner stuck by his" 
long-standing policy of not com- 
menting on polls. 
in a survey taken at the end of 
March, Gellup found 46 per cent of 
decided respondents were ready to 
vote Liberal, compared with 40 per 
cent favoring the Progressive 
Conservatives. 
The results put the Liberals ahead 
in popularity for the first time in 
months. 
These are the voters. 
.They are sipping a serviceable 
wine from the Niagara Peninsula 
and nibbling on cheese and grapes. 
They are hungry to know where 
Munro stands. ., 
Here he is calm and re laxed ,  
giving the impression he was all the 
time in the world. It is a more ef- 
fective image than he portrayed 
during his hectic day of media in- 
terviews. There, he'd rush in -- 
deadlines pressed to the outer limits 
- looking distracted and rumpled. 
BE CENTRE.LEFT 
Ignoring the microphone, Munro 
tells the semicircle o f  50 or so 
delegates and would-be delegates 
that he Libarak must remain a true 
centre-left party. 
He repeats his pledge to work to  
"coalesce" the gnals of labor, 
management "and government. 
"Coalesce, coalesonce, coalescent," 
,have become Munro's bunwor~. 
These are not catchy words. They 
mean "to unite" but they round ' 
faintly medical - -  like something 
that mlaht happen to your blood. 
Finally, Munro slams the "ln- 
mmltive arrogance of the pren" for 
creating a Turner bandwagon. 
"If l may be so prcoumptious, 
don't allow yourself to follow the 
herd ks,fact." 
,HERNAN 
francophone Quebecer among the 
seven leadership candidates. 
The other six are pro-Turner or 
likely to go that way. 
Delegates emerging from 
Tuesday's meetings with' Turner 
credited his showing in part to batter 
organization. The former finance 
minister has had an office lain 
Quebec City since last month, while 
Chretien only opened shop last weak. 
"That's too late," Denis said. 
"The important, influential people 
in the party have already made their 
choice." 
Bonjour? 
"CALGARY (CP) -- Resistance 
from rank-and-file employees 
has forced HCMP .brass to 
remind officers they must an- 
swer telephones in English and 
French, although barely one. 
third of all 750 detachments have ` 
bilingual staff. 
"We're not going to break 
anybody's arm for not doing it ... 
but it is official policy," said 
Sheldon Kelly, superintendent of
administration and personnel at 
Alberta RCMP headquarters in
EdmontolL 
"It's not even taken seriously 
in a lot of places, but we do have 
to issue the directives. We are no 
different han any other (federal 
government) department." 
• 1~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  v ; .ug~ue 
4/u 
"I've come to ask for your daughter's 
hand in moving my furniture." 
,, + ; , , 
Although this unassuming chunk of concreteand pavement is known as 
a traffic Island, that doesn't mean traffic is supposed to drive on it, as 
one Alberta resident found out last night. Both vehicle and Island 
*suffered extensive damage as a result of the accident. 
• told mechan,c  
. . . . . .  • , / .  . . . .  , . , . ; . .~  ~,  . . . . • . • . . 
" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  papa 
VICTORIA (CP) - -The  
chief mech~inic/at '. he 
company 'whose bus 
crashed on a mountain 
road Jan. 20~, killing two 
high sch0ol ~ students 
Adam Kerr, 17, and Scott Class 1 driver's license, 
Branson, 16, students • at .,,, which covers . all com- 
Claremont secondary mercial vehicles throu~ 
school in Victoria, were 18-whoelers, about10 years 
killed when their over- ago,  and a year later, 
crowded chartored bus completed an air brake 
and give duplicate notices / 
to the :shop for repairs 
required. 
But a driver would not 
hnow if the repairs were 
done unless he asked qr 
returning from a day of ~ crushed into a ditch on the 
skiing with classmates, • isteep, winding road down 
has never taken a .Mount Washington, outside 
mechanic's 'course and 
hold no trades papers. 
Kerry Griffith, 29,.told a 
coroner's Jury . Tuesday 
that he once .wroto ~ the 
British Columbia 
mechanic's trades 
examination, but  "have 
yet to complete the test." 
That was four years ago.. 
.Courtenay. 
A total of 64 passengers 
were in the bus, chartered 
from Conmac Stage Lines 
Ltd. The bus had a seating 
capacity of 45. 
• Griifith told the inquest 
that he was driving the i l l -  
fated bus. 
He said he obtained his 
course, looked, he said. 
• He said he had driven, or • Grifflth said the com- 
~e " been a mechanic, on panyhadno tpohcy for 
trucks, buses and con- determining, roadworth- 
struction equipment for iness of its vehicles. He 
about 11 years, said he ~vouid assess this 
NO LOGS along with the company's 
Griffith said the two other mechanics-- one 
• mechanical shop did not 'of'them an apprentice. 
keep separate logs on the Teacher William Willde 
buses, but said each bus testified that the drive 
had a trouble book for from Victoria was 
drivers to note problems uneventftd until they 
' - neared, Courtenay, when a 
palm-sized chunk of 
tires, forcing Orifflth to 
stop in Courtenay for 
repairs. 
At the parking lot at the 
base of the mountain, they 
were joined by a group ot 
students from one of the 
three buses being left in 
the lot because of 
mechanical reasons. 
Wilkie said the addition 
of extra passengers did not 
make him feel concerned 
about safety. 
BLAST OF AIR 
On the return trip, Wilkie 
said, after about 15 
minutes; he heard a loud 
blast of air from the left 
front side, followed by 
education. -against proceeding with 
Herbert said the report_ charges," she said. 
Irnage-maker resigns! job 
I ' Terrace versus " Kitimat in a ifltnessi::ich*"B len g e,:! 
Spring is coming and . . . .  ,, 
with it many people's - -~- -~- - - "  
thoughts are turning to 
fitness and outdoor 
activities. Many towns )" National 
and cities are par- Physical ActivityWeek 
tinipaflng in National  .May 13.21,1984 
Physical Activity Week, 
May 13 to 20. Terrace a • group or as in- 
Mainland, which happen to 
represent a very small VICTORIA (CP) --  Doug Heal, the if he was rejoining his old firm of Harris 
proportion of the com- British Coloumbia government's con- Heal Ltd. of Toronto, although it is un- 
pany's total product line, troversial image-maker, has resigned to derstood Heal will be doing .consultant 
are offensive. In return to the private sector, work in Vancouver and Toronto. 
examining some of these Heal said today he is voluntarily leaving A firm of managetnent consultants 
publi~atious myself, I ~ ,  his ~0,00~Q:y~i~o~i ~aving s[~ed clpa~ cur~entiy~, is seeking a "repiaceinent for 
.he. e.heen.off.ended...• . . yanr.long~..~.an.~d~allypl~iaL:t!ie.,:, ~eale, ,  ~•.:•, - : :  ,./.,~ !, .f :, .... :: . 
:~;h.> ,,~,~,,,: ' ' : ' reqUest.of Premier Bill.Bennett . . . . . . .  • '~ Heal said the Government Information 
""In a public situation He said that when hired in 1981, he. Services, which he set up in the ministry of 
such as Expo 86, I cannot agreed to stay on for two years, or until the. the provincial secretary, will continue to 
own a company that is in a next ' provincial general election, operate in its present form, although there 
controversial issue like 
this," he said, "and in the 
interests of what fconsider 
this province and our 
country, ' and the  : im- 
portance of Expo 86, this Is 
a decision that I have had 
whichever came first. : may/be minor changes under the new 
After the election a year ago, Heal said, manager. 
he agreed to stay another year to make ..... 
changes and improvements to government NO CHANGE 
information services which Bennett He Said there was no consideration given 
wanted, to splitting the division and going back to 
Heal said his contract expires this month the old method of individual information - 
and Kitimat are par- 
ticipating by :holding a 
community f itness 
challenge. The idea is 
for both communities to
have as many people as 
possible participate in 
15 minutes of physical 
activity during this 
week. 
The activity c~/n be 
anything from walking, 
cyc l ing ,  h ik ing ,  
swimming, or jogging to 
participating in an  
exercise class. We will 
register everyone that 
participates and the 
community with the 
highest runnut, based on 
the percentage of their 
population, winsl We 
feel, however, that it 
this inspires Terrace 
residents to start being 
physically active on a 
regular basis, then we 
winno matter what the, 
figures ay. 
The District of 
Terrace parks and 
recreation department 
will coordinate the 
Ter race  f i tness  
challenge. We will visit 
schools, businesses, 
community 
organizat ions,  and 
programs to encourage 
people to participate as 
divideals. 
All that is required is 
that you complete 15 
minutes o f  continuous 
physical 'activity and 
regis~r that you have 
done so. As en- 
couragement to par- 
ticipate again, we will 
give each person a free 
facility pas which can 
be  used in either 
Terrace or Kitimat's 
recteatiun facilities. 
We want everyone to 
get into fitness. For 
these who need a little 
~t ra  encouragement, 
our volunteer fitness 
leaders will conduct 15- 
niinute fiineas classes 
which will be open to all 
at no charge during this 
week. 
• If anyone in Terrace 
wants to get involved as 
a volunteer fitness 
leader that wook; or has 
ideus un how they want 
to participate, call 
Elaine or Betty Jean, at 
Terrace parks & 
recreation, 638-1174. 
Our first event of the 
weekwill be a 15-minuts 
mass walk organized by 
the Skeena Valley 
Runners of Terrace. 




but mine, reOPens 
KELOWNA, B.C. (CP) , when.'the~ine'~vas!~6sed 
- -  Brenda Mines 'w~. ' 'last 8ePtemlJei',be~ta~of~.: 
reopen its copper ~.d 10Wq~.:p~ieeSi~ . . . . .  ""' i',. 
molybdenum .? mine in . / , ,  Hall: said~i~.q0~v. '::World :! 
nearby Peachland even :..,prices "~foi'. ,copper ~ and : 
though world prices for ~olybdenum: continue to 
metal remain low, prague me industry, but 
president John Hall said the board  of directors 
Monday. 
Hall told the company's 
annual general meeting 
that no date has been set, 
but mines manager 
Gordon Harris said he 
hopes work will begin at 
the Okanagan Valley mine 
"in weeks rather than 
months." 
More than 300 members 
of the United Steelworkers 
of America were laid off 
decided to reopen the mine 
to keep a group of skilled 
workers intact. 
The poor prices have, 
resulted in the second 
consecutive year of losses 
for the company, Hall said. 
Brenda Mines recorded 
a net loss of S3.1 million or 
73 cents a share in 1983, 
compared With a loss of 
$7.1 million or $1.67 a share 
in 1982, he said. 
to make."  
J 
and he will leave in June. He refused to say divisions for each mnistry. 
,PAY.AS LITTLE 
 AS. ' S]s .6o  .* FOR A 
ZEE-LINE Bi RilEL .PUMP° 
Now you get more than just extra value wl 
Gulf motor oils, transmission fluid, gear lub, 
oils and greases. You can save from $5 to '. 
handy zee-Line barre! pumpl 
This special offer from your Gulf A~ent 
makes it a better time than ever to buy 
your lubricants. You'll also appreciate 
the convenience of having the right 
lubricant on hand when you need itl 
Talk to your Agen t soon for more details. 
Offer expires July 15,1984. 
cost to JUST $15.60. 
Discount Table for Zee-Line Pump: 
List Price S35.00 
BUY • . .  DISCOUNT PER LITRE 
0 Litres N IA  
40- 99 Litres S.03 
100 - 199 Litres S.05 
200 + S.07 
SALE. PRICE $29.95  
• Maximum discount includes $5.05 discount off list price of $35.O0 
See your Gulf Agent today! 
Gulf Canada Products Co. 
Kitimat Branch , 
HERE'S HOW TO SAVE AS MUCH 
AS Sl9.40 OFF A ZEE-LINE 
BARREL PUMP: 
Zee.Line retail.value up to $35.00. GULF c 
$29.951 If you buy one drum (205 litres}, 
Super Plus Motor Oil at posted commercia 
for example, a discount scale reduces the I= 
MAXIMUM DISCOUNT* 
John Tymosch , Gulf Canada Agent , 
4817 Highway 16, West 





VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
The chairman of Expo 86 
will sell his controversial 
magazine distribution firm 
because of a feeling of 
public responsibility. 
• The controversy arose 
several weeks ago when 
localw0men's groups told 
the Fraser Commission on 
pornography that 
Mainland Magazine 
Service, owned by the J im - 
Pattison Group, was- operations of Mainland 
distributing magazines Magazine Service," 
depicting incest and rape. Pattison told a : news 
Jim Pattison, a highly, conference Tuesday. " I  
successful Vancouver have consulted with 
businessman, is chairman church leaders, • women's 
of Expo 86, a world fa i r _  organizations, industry 
representatives and the 
top 17 senior executives of 
the Jim Pattison Group in 
the Vancouver area. - 
"I have been troubled to 
learn that some of the 
publications handled by 
with a transportation 
theme, and also headd B.C. 
Place Stadium, 
"During the past week I 
have carried out an in- 
tensive xamination of'the 
- Expo chairman w/ll sell 
h/s Contro versial compan y, 
practice at the University 
of B.C. and head of the 
18.': 
But Dr.~. Carol Herbert ~ortb America where the 
'says that recent studies problem is,  addressed," 
havel put the  incident Herbert said in an in-_ 
among irls as high as one - terview Monday. 
in three. 
Provincial government The United Way report 
cuts in programs that used examines the :role of 
to lead the way in Canada police, the . courts and 
are a tragedy, said Her- government departments 
bert, an assistant and looks at treatment, 
professor i f  family prevention and"  public 
"A  report prepared for the 
United .Way says that "a 
usual statement is that one 
in four girls and one in 10 
or I I  boys will be sexually 
molested before the age of 
. and treat the problem. 
Elimination of the teams 
"hasset back progress and 
goes against everything 
that has been learned here 
and in every centre in 
and for "a commitment to
more than mere main- 
tenance of existing ser- 
vices." 
The. description 'of 
deficiencies in legal 
procedures given in the 




corroborative ~ evidence 
and the fact that most 
victims are chfldrnn of 
tender years and therefore 
not viewed as reliable 
witnesses mitigates 
Report cites cuts 
sexual, abuse help 
cutting back on services to which produced the report, counterLqg child sexual 
sexually abused children . The gnyernment abuse. 
at a time when the number recently dismantled, the HAS WEAKNESSES 
of abused children is in- two Human Resources But she said its 
. creasing at  an alarming Ministry teams that recommendations are 
rate, says the chairman'of monitored child abuse and . "very bland indeed." 
a federal advisory corn- trained social workers, The" recommendations 
mittee studying the police, teachers and Crown' call for an integrated 
problem. . . . .  counsel in how to identify response to the problem 
• he nl l .... TSi;: 
i:iEd onto ith the sweetest goa, Jackson helps : : 
." f .  . • . . . , , , , 
: BLOOMINGTON, Minn. Star who scored his firat "But wtat .I'm. really Stars to a singtegoall and virtually none on tough games, i t  would worked." The Oilers now awaitthe 
• ( CP  ) - -  Edmontou 
defeneeman Don Jackson 
• returned home to score the 
"sweetest goal" of his 
:career Tuesday night and 
help the Oilers enter the 
National Hockey League 
Stanley Cup final for the 
:secend straight year. 
The Bloomington ative 
;scored his first playoff goal 
• early in the second period 
'of Edmonton's 3-I victory 
that completed a four- 
.game sweep of Minnesota 
:North Stars in the Camp 
:bell Conference final. 
Jackson, a former North 
NHL goal here last season. 
after being traded to 
Edmonton, took a pass just 
over the 'blue line, swept 
around defeneeman Brad 
Maxwell and beat 
goaltender Gilles Meloehe 
with a sliding shot into the 
opposite corner. 
"l held up for a second 
and I don't think he ex- 
pected me to drive for the 
net," said Jackson, who 
later equired four stitches 
to his forehead after being 
run into a metal post 
holding the glass near the 
penalty box. 
proud of is only-giving up 
one goal against a good 
offensive teals." ; .  
ALSO SCORI~ GOALS' 
Dino Ciccarelli's slap 
shot goal fox; Minnesota first start since the second 
was sandwiched between game of the playoffs, was 
Edmonton goals by Ken equally superb in the North 
Linsaman, on a power Stars net . . . . .  
play, and Jars Kurri, into The North/Stars, fell 
an er~pty net, in the. third behind 2-0 on Lins~man's 
period, rebound goal, sooted after 
It took an outstanding "Minnesatawas called for 
effort by goalie Grant too many men on the ice. 
Fuhr, who missed Game 3 The Edmonton defence 
with a bruised elbow, to did a good job in limiting 
hold the fired-up North the  North Stars to 25 shots 
Save =60 
It's our best family-size gas grill. 
see-through • glass oven 
 ndaw, 2 Redwood shelves 
and sturdy carriage cart frame 
9 " 
reg. $339.99 
a-30,000 B.T.U. cast aluminum grill with up-front dual 
.heat controls and self4gnltlon lighter, Porcelain-on-steel 
cooking grid with bake rack gives 400-sq. in. cooking 
area. Long-life lava briquettes. Aluminum body warranted 
5 years against rust. Shop now1116 233 5,35 DL 
Save $75 on party.size gas grill (not shown). 40,000 
B.T.U. Large 540-sq. In. cooking area with 2 porcelain- 
on-sleel grids. 116 233 544 DL. 
Sears reg. $424.99 ... $349.99 
b-4-prong rolisserle kit. CSA-certlfied. 
116 233 804 D. Kit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $39.99 
c..~ed~ood shelf. !,,16 233 8~,1.D, Ea. ~ ... .  ~,:,,...~,$19.99, 
~yl ,©o~er (not shown). 116233807 DE. ~::  "':"~" " 
Save $20"when you buy Items'B', 'C' and cover. 
Separately cost $79.97. Set . . . .  $59.97 
o. 
=20-=30 
raftsmar}. gas or elecl c !awr mowers. 
g, rel!able and a great way to 
i lr myour grass! 10 days 
i 99 244 o.__.,.,,o.,.o, 
.3.5-hp 20" gas mower. Tough Eager-1 engine with gear- 
pssisted recoil starter system...designed to start first pull, 
plmost every time. Derivers clean, uniform cut. Rust and 
Condensation reelstant gas tank, no-adjust carburetor, 
~utomotlve-type air filter. "k096 256 328 DL. 
Grass catcher for gas powered mowers. 
*096  258 640 DL Each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $27.99 
polyethylene gas can. Spout stores inside neck. 2 Imp. 
gal. *096  258 867. Each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $5.79 
i18999 
Electric. Sears reg. $209.99. 
~8" electric mower. Aerodynamically designed steel 
deck provides strong airflow which distributes small 
I~articles uniformly across 18" cutting path. providing 
.hatural fertilization. No bagging or raking. Controls are 
bscessed for safety. Override protects motor when blade 
hits a foreign object. 5-position fingertip height 
~djustment. Shop Sears today. 096 255 378 DL. 
~}0-metre xtension cord. For hedge clippers, edge 
t)'immers, etc. 096 248 402. Ea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $14.99 
/. 
"He made nome*-un, ' rebounds.  
believable saves," Min- DEFENCE.WAS GREAT 
nesota captain Brian "It was a great defensive 
Bellows said of Fuhr., . effort, that's why the score 
But Meleche, making his was down," Fuhr said. • 
. . . . . .  ~' :  ' out 
~ . . . : !~ i~;"  fro] ' 
have been a lot more Kurd scored his league- winner of the. Montreal. 
frustrating if we had come leading lath playoff goal in New York Islanders ~ries 
out tonight and not the final minute. ' that is tied.2-2. .~.', '~ "
Smith saves Isles 
Ciccarelll scored mid- 
way through the third 
period with a hard slap , : . . .  
shot from the top of the . . . . .  ::" . • • 
right faceoff circle. " ' ' . • ddenceman ders net. ~ ' '~Y' UNIONDALE, ' N.Y .  Rookie "The shot dropped on me, it just caught the (CP) -  Montreal.got all Cord Dineen, who ha~, TheC, anadiens, whdt~ °k 
the thlrd.peried ' breaks, hauled down Neslund to. the first two games of'the 
bettom of my glove," said but by that time New York prompt the penalty-shot series at home, returnedto 
Fuhr. call by referee Bruce the Forum with their faith 
North Star forward Islanders gualtender Billy Mark Napier said: "We Smith had already broken Hood, made it 3-1at 2:24 of in their defensive.system 
gave them three pretty the Canadians with his the third period, intact. ' 
biggest save of the With a 3-1 lead and "We know what it takes 
National ~ Hockey League penalty killers such as to beat he islande~'s," eaid 
playoffs. Butch Goring and Brent defenceman Rick Green. 
Smith beat " Mats Sutter buzzing around Lemalre said Gainey, 
Naslund, stopping the left effectively, the Islanders who suffered a facialeul 
winger's backhand shot tightened their grip on the and didn't play after bein~ 
game, despite a string of hit by. Trottier, was ~,all 
with his left pad on a 'third-period power-pray right. ,:: 1, 
penalty shot at 15:03 of the 
third period, to'preserve a ehanees by the Canadiees. The Islanders' Dave 
1-1 tie. The Islanders went "I think we had all the Langevtn appeared :~to 
on t0~win 3-1Tuesday night breaks in the third period, reinjure the left shoulder 
to tie the Prinee of Wales but we didn't take ad- he separated in Game 3 of 
Conference final at two.  vantage of them," said the Patrick Divinton final 
games apiece. Montreal coach Jacques against Washington 
The best-of-seven series Lemaire. Capitals when he was 
now shifts baek to Man- Montreal had 10 chances checked into the beards by 
treal for Game .5 on in the game, including Chris Nilan in the first 
Thursday night, overlapping penalties .to period. ' , : 
On t~e penalty shot, Denis Potvin and Breut Langevin went down 
Naslund dekod Smith and Sutter early in the third heavily, then got up ~and 
tried to beekhand the puck anda five-minute boarding skated to the dreesing 
through is legs, but Smith penalty to Bryan Trottier room. Arbour : said 
wasn't fooled and blocked after he knocked Bob Langevin will. travel tO 
the shot with his pad. Galney uneonsdons with a Montreal, but was unsure 
Islanders coach AI vieious check into the whether he w i l lp lay  
Arbour said: "It was a boards behind the Isles- Thursday night. 
very big turning paint for a "  k e  
Clerk 's  mist • really gave Us a lift and we needed something because . . . . .  
some of our guys were fortu 
,pretty ragged out there 
f rom k i l l i ng  l~n~t les . "  earns  ne  
The teams had traded HALLANDALE,' Fin, in the $10 bet, he inad- 
first-perled pawer-play (AP) -- A pari-mutuel vertently h i t  thezero  
goals, with Teresa Jensson clerk has left South Florida button twice. A $10 trifocta 
scoring for New York and with a smile on his face wheel (with 12 horses) cost 
Steve Shutt for Montreal. and I~4,(}64 in his pockets $1,103. But Galegua had 
But just when Montreal's after striking it rich with made it a $100 wheel, 
patient, ehecldng style an $11,000 . mistake at which costs $II,030. ~ - • 
seemed to be frustrating Gulfstream Park. When the customer saw 
the Islanders, Smith did Rey Galleges left town the total bet of $11,000, he 
his job en his first playoff . several weeks ago, said refused it. Gallegos tried 
penalty shot. Gulatream mutuels desperately to cancel the 
.. ~..- . . . . .  :-, .. :, manager Pat Mahoney. tl~ket, but he ~van too late; 
Less than two m_~u...t~. , Whenever~e.we=t,~lefl Th~hettin~limachlne~t~ 
I~ ,~.~.~]~R~.~'~.  hore,~appy mam"i,~.,,.~ leck~,,~ 4he,~ raee:~;lmd 
i~orrow car r ie '  the puck . Galleges wasn't happy begun. 
deep into the Montreal when he flrst discovered he In a panic, Galisgus 
zone, plowed ChrisChelies had inadvertently added called his supervisor.. But 
way and an extra zero to a race therewas nothing he could 
backhanded the puck in ticket bought by a do. If Arrownod Dream 
ntto Mike Bossy as he customer. If the race had didn't win, Galleeos would 
' gone the other way, owe the track $II,000. 
Bossy snapped in his Gallegos would have owed ArrowoodDream, the7-5 
sixth goal of the playoffs at the track Stl,000. favorite in the ll-16-mile 
16:40 to make it 2-1 .  " On March 10, just as the grass race, came ~ from 
horses were going into the behind sad won by a neck. 
, gate for the last race, a The trifecta paid ~/6.60 
: ' man walked up to and Gallegus had a $103 
NHL s ' • Gallegos's window and ticket. He collected $43,830 , asked for a $I0 trifecta and netted ~IOA,064 after 
. . . . . . . .  wheel, with the No. 4 horse paying the Z}-per-cant tax 
• . , ss - - - -~ . |A . '  Arrowood Dream on top. -- te,768 -- and paying the 
~| | | l l l l l~ l l |~ '~ . . . . . . .  When Galleeos punched Stl,030heowedforthebet. 
• ] I _ 
" - -  TCHL meeting I. NY Islnnderl~ Jonuon $ 
(Trottter,  Gil l ies) 4:18 (pp) 
2, Montreal, Suutt 7 (Reign. 
son, ch.,~,) ~=:3~ (~) Due to a lack of attendance atthe April 25 meeting the 
Penellln - -  Fletley NYI 0:3~, Terrace Commercial hockey league will hold another 
Gree~ Mtl 3:~1, Short Mtl 4:~, 
Goring NY! ;:40, Gilbert NYI genoral meeting, Wednesday, May 9th at 9 p.m. in the 
11:24, Carbonneau Mtl ,  Tonelll a reP  A Banquet  room.  
NYI 12:~, Chellos Mtl 14:2L Robinson Mr! 1|:06. The league urges all interested people, including 
=.¢o,~ e.rk~ players and non.players; toattend. 
~. .~ =,~..o.r., stay ~ The league is looking to expand the exeeutive and make 
(Morrow) 16:~0 p. , . , , .  - pow, n NV, S:,; some otherkey decisions including ice time, fund raising, 
Tonufll NYI 14:03, NIP, n Mt. and preparation for next year's executive at thla meeting. 
~:o~, ~onm, ..NY, mS~. If yOU are interested and cannot attend the meeting, 
Tltira Perl~l contact Dave Mallett at 035-5637 or Dave Hamilton at 635- 
4. NY  l t l lmder l ,  Dlneen 1 3493.  
(Tonell i) 2:24' 
Pen l l t le l -  Pohtln NYI 3:!2, 
S, SuHer NYI 4:30, Nllan Mtl 
doub, ,  mlnOro ~orrow NY, .  Female trainers Trott ler  NY I  mHor  12:30, Car- 
bonnuu Mth  Bony  NY I  18:03, 
Hunter Mtl 19:,i0, 
Shots' on goal by 
Montreal 8 I1 0--27 
. * , ' . -  are rare ~l l l .  - -  Penney, Montreal ;  
Smith, NY  I l l l nd l r l .  
AH ind l rn¢ l  - -  15~161. 
' LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Carpenter received her 
- -  Female trainers in the degree in English from the 
~r,t  P.r,N Kentucky Derby are a University of Mississippi 
No seer,no, rarity, and a former high and taught school for a PenMtle|. - -  Pergm~l MIn 
3:S7, Undttrom Edm 14:30, School English teacher is year in Cherry Rill, N.J. 
the latest. She obtained her 
t. edmomon, J~klml I Dlanne Carpenter, trainer's lieeeee "in 1976. 
She bought a filly named |Hunter, Hughel} 4:Sl blond, single and about 40, Main Star for 1500 and Pe l lne i - -Acton MIn 1:34, 
Ore0~ edm to=~. is preparing Bfloxi Indian, mated her to Search for 
w~m ~,r~ named for her home town Gold, whom she" also 
~. Edmonton, Un.m,n V of Bfloxi, MIss., for the bought, and they produced 
(Kurrh Lows) ;:3S (pp} 'll0th Kentucky Derby on Retur of a Native; ,' 
3. ~,nne~,t., c,cc,r.m ~ Saturday at Churchill Return of a Native won .'(RobtrlS~ Mal t l l )  10:~ 
4. edmonton, Kurrl 13 DOWllS and will be only the the New Jersey Breeders 
(Omtlky,p~mlltlxMluler}_ lm lota19:11 bench '.' fourth' woman to saddle a ,  Futurity and, as a three- 
a iue!  - -  " .b , - -  
.trom Edm, ~Wxw~ll MIn 13:41, • . . . .  ' -  .year.old, won the Ohio 
Ander |on ,Edm,  CCCi r t t  Mn m'  O~co .ith.tr~t,.k,,"..Derbyundm~idSlllIMwtn 
minors end ml i lOr l  14119. ' the  . . . . . .  4.~_ - - j r -  ~ ~ ' . . i | I f ,  . . . . . . . .  9, 
Slwts on M011 I f f  uou l ;X - .  ULIO, ~|~.J~ she  ,..I H I  i ]~[  a g~l l te l l3 r r l  
' EdmOn~o~ 11 t ~-~ in. The others - -  Mar., she': said. Monday when 
Mlnnelohi 0 '9  1--25 , ' . . # ' :  Hltsch (1937) Mrs asked if ~ bad bet on the (~ l l  - -  Puhh Edmonton/ Me- __ _ t , ~b~ . . .  . 
~M, Mlnn~l. Roth (1949) and Marynorse .  But.the exercise 
. ,, ~t~.,=~ - ~s~o~. Kekn (1965) -- also were boy had ssked me to bet on 
owner-trainers and none it for him, and I didn't. I
~l;.t~onoi Hockey I..~I~ Play. was victorious, was too busy. He cried all 
off Ico~lno leaders Mt~r 01mini 
TOeldSy night: ~ a youngster, Car- the way home." 
• A ~ That was Return of a 
grimly, earn . ~' w m Pester learned to ride Native's last start. He was i : ' :  i. ::., -* - Ktm'l, Edrn 13 9 
~els lsr ,  Edm $ ~,  mules. Later, she turned to hurt in a workout, 
"'~,, . c~w, e~ ~ ~= ~s hunter-Jumpers and nearly 
. . . . . . . . .  n.~h~, C,~ ~"  ~ lost her life when her  developed pneumonia nd 
. . i  ~} . "  ' .  ' . .  • k l iwmo ~ln : ~= ~ died. She had another 
. . . . .  M.~,nn,,, c,, = ~= u mount, Sundanee Kid, fell horse who got loose at the 
• 'NUIond, ~, ~ ~ ~= and planed her below it. 
Andemm,McD°n'Id' edm¢'l 5S SV ~=~= The horse was fatally Fairgrounds,New . Orl anS'was hit by a 
~. ,  ~!n ~ . ~ injured. 
. . . . .  car and died. 
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d with playoff w in S Laker oac h not satisfie 
• Coach Pat+ Riley of  Los 2-0" lead .+i n.~++ Natio~d ' scored 2'/points and had 11 Friday night and Sunday 
Angeles Lakers is a 'dif- Basketball. i ~sociafion .assists to lead theLakera, .afternoon, respectively. 
flcult man to satisfy. , Western +:i. Cooferenee who blew open a close ~ In the 0sly other N.BA 
: "We've  only • ac, semifinal playoff ser ies : ,  game at ~e start nf the p layoff . game T~_esoay+ 
.~mpllshed one thing, "Now we have to go down ' second ha)~ an(] went'on to ' night, MilwauKee uucgs 
We've held service," Riley there (to Dallas) and get at  win_ eas i ly . .  . defeated New Jersey Nets 
said Tuesday nlght after least one "~ame, 'that's "~e nest-o~-soven series 98:94 to even the|r P~usmrn 
the Laksrs whipl~d Dallas what"we're.'hol)ing: fol':" . moves to Dallas for the Conference semifinal "at 
• Mavericks 117-101 to take a Earvin (Magi~) Johnson third and. fourth games one game apiece. , 
Giants/lose heart in+r,San Francisco 
After a disastrous road Los'Angeles I~d~ersin I I League baseball team in Phlladelphla Phillies. 7 • 
trip, San bfrancisco Giants innings, Tuesday night. It their 20-year history in San Montreal Expos 4, St. over visiting Montreal. 
a+ren't finding home so was the second con- Frnncinco. Louis Cardionals 10 Pitt, Mete 8 Cubs. 1 
- s~t ,  either, socutive .defeat at home .Inother National League sburgh Pirates 5,  San Keith Hernundez's two- 
PJaying at Candlestick and ninth straight overall, action it" was New York Diego Padres 3 '  Atlanta run homer keyed a seven- 
P~'k, the Giants lost 3-2 to a rec0rd for the National Mets 8 Chicago Cubs 1, Braves 2, and CIncinnati run sixth inning/leading 
The Lakers held a 55-50 that. . ,  
halftime lead before ex- "It was the beginning Of 
ploding at the beginning of the third quarter that we 
the third quarter, 'scoring made the run," Riley said. 
the first 14 points of the ',It was a great run and it 
period in less than, four was keyed by the defence 
minutes to go ahead 69-50. and the offensive 
The Mavericks weren't execution." 
closer than 13 points after Dallas coach Dick Motta 
gave credit to the Lakers. 
"We're a step up from 
where we belong at this, 
time and we're definitely a
*good With 4:31 remaining. 
Four other Los Angeles 
players scored in double 
figures. 
Rolando Blackmun led 
the Mavericks with 27 
paints. Jay Vincent and 
Mark Agulrre added 15 and 
14 points, respectively, for 
Dalins. 
Bucks 98, Nets 94 
Centre Bob Lanier 
scored 10 clutch points in 
little over our head here," :the fourth period and led 
he said. "To beat L.A., you Milwaukee past New 
must function on all eight Jersey. 
cylinders." After New Jersey scored 
Karsem Abdul-Jabbar six straight points to cut 
added 22 points and pulled . Milwaukee's lead to 82-81 
down 10 rebounds for the with 4:59 left in the game, 
Bucks' an 86-81 advantage 
less than one minute later. 
After Lanier sank two 
free throws for a 96-90 lead, 
the Nets got consecutive 
bnskets from Buck 
Williams and Otis Bird- 
song to trail only 96-94 with 
38 seconds to go. But 
Junior Bridgeman sank 
two free throws 26 seconds 
later to clinch the win. 
Sidney Moncrief topped 
the Bucks with 28 points, 
followed by Lanier with 24 
and Bridgeman with 18. 
Williams scored 21 
points, for New Jersey, 
while Micheal Ray 
Richardson had 17 and 
O 
Reds 2, Houston Astros 1. 
Steve Sax broke a 1-1 tie 
New York over Chicago 
behind Dwight Good,o's 
strong pitching a t  Shen 
Lakers. Both he and 
Johnson left the game for 
Lanier sank four straight 
free throws to give the 
~:+ . w,n n,n g + twoWith a two.run triple with Stadium. G o d e n , 2 - 1 , a 1 9 - o U t  in the 11th inn ng ye r:oldrookie,walksntruekin o t Caledonia badminton 
';:L' ' Veterau le f t -hander  collision " second for the Dodgers' winning lOandyieldedjustfourhits 
Tommy John toyed with a Mariners 11 Twins 8 baseman Tony Bernazard runs. and and five seven -ms  
Jack Perconte's seventh- 
inning ram .-+coring double 
broke open an 3-8 game as 
the  Mariners topped 
Minnesota t Seattle. 
Orioles 3 Indians 0 
A six-hitter by Mike 
Beddicker, who recorded 
his first victory of the 
season, 'extended 
Baltimore's' winning 
streak to six as the Orioles 
won at home..Cleveland 
right fielder George 
Vukovich figured in all 
three - Baltimore runs, 
failing'to make a diving 
catch in the second and 
dropping a fly ball after a 
I 
in the fourth. The ,Dodgers, who have 
White SOK 7 Yankees 5 won nine of their last 10, 
Jerry Dybzineki drove in games, opened the Uth 
. three runs as Chieago With Dave Anderson's two- 
posted its third con- out single off Gary Lay,lie, 
secutive victory. _ 1-1. Mike Scioscia followed 
Royals 3 Brewers 0
Larry Gum, 4-0, and Dan Sex got the game-winning. 
Qulsenberry tenmed up on hit on  a 2-1 pitch from 
a five-hitter as the visiting Lavelle. 
Knusas City -Royals 
stopped Milwaukee.. The 
game's first batter, D.arryl Orel Hershiser, 2-0, the 
Motley, scored theonly run Dodgern' third pitcher, 
Kansas City needed, gave up a run-scoring 
reaching on an error nnd single to Scot Thompson in 
crossing the plate en Pat the bottom of the llth 
• Sberidan's single, before' Carlos Diaz Came 
Sport Shorts 
. . . . . .  J 
Gminski and Darryl 
Dawkins had 10 each. 
+club fares well 
spawned by televised 
National Hockey League 
games. 
But John Gardner, 
president of the 
Metropolitan Toronto 
Hockey League, said a few 
isolated incidents" ere 
coloring the overall pin- 
tare. He cited statistics• 
gathered by his group 
indicating most hockey 
injuries result from ac- 
cidents: ,""': /'",:: "~ 
+ " l l l l  ~11111 + ' 
innings. 
Cardinals I0 Plratea 5 
Tommy Herr had four 
hits, three ruus-batted-ln 
• and two stolen bases to 
lead a 16-hit attack as St. 
L:uis crushed Pittsburgh 
with a single, sending at Three Rivers Stadium, 
Anderson to second, • and  dealing the Pirates their 
fourth consecutive .loss. 
Padres 3 Braves 2 
In Atlanta, Erie Show, 4- 
I, yielded four hits over 62- 
3 innings and Kevin 
McReynolda keyed a three-• 
run fourth inning with a go- 
ahead ouble, leading San 
.Diego over the Braves. " 
Reds 2 Astros 1 
performance put onby his 
club and the high calibre of 
the tournament and its 
The Caledonia bad- 
mantes club attended a 
major tournament in 
Prince George last organization were very 
week+end and came away impressive. Cooper said 
with some major victories, tournament organizer 
Coach Bob Cooper said Gary Peacock should be 
he was extremely pleased' congratulated for the fine 
with'* the weekend. The job he and his staff did. 
on post his first save of 'the 
seasen .  
PhWles 7 Expos 4 
Sixto Lezcano, starting 
in place of ailing .left 
fielder Glenn Wilson, hit 
two home runs and a straight vietory. 
double nnd drove in five 
runs to lead Philadelphia , , 
'   TopIO, Baseba l l  .+  
otond lngs  "' ' 
• - : AMERICAN LEAGUE - 
AM R HPCf. 
l Gerbey, Det 41 10 20 .~"  
Trammll, Oat ' $1 23 33.407 
AMERICAN LEAGUE Garclo, Tar 103 11 39 .S79 
East Olvllion . ~. . ,  ~=,  Upshow, Tar 77 20 29 .377 
" '~ rg~Y""  engo, Mln 48 9 10 375 
Detroit " ,  .19 ,  . . '=.. -~.~'JoDelt , .  T0r J " ,  9S 12 34 
Toronto • ::14!'10~409+,:aV~..'.•~'n~+t,~/"+~'z~,. 641"14 24 353 
C leve land  '+"  +4~+I0~'+":'P+00+;,IV+:~+'++L~,:~"'~I~'!.~+ +' 00 14 38 '3~0 
Baltimore ~1~J3, .450,+ :9~ Rlpken, + bl~m~:: +,~J, 90  23 31.344 
Milwaukee • 9 12 .429 10 Cool~r, MII 70 ~ 112~ .343 
Boston 9 14 .391 11 Runs betted In: Klngman, 
New York 0 14 .364 11~ Oakland, 26; Murray,  B l l t l -  
Wi l t  Olvl l lOn more, 23, 
California 16 11 .593 - -  Doubles: Boone, California, 
Oakland 14 11 .560 i 10; Bell, ToroMo, 9. 
Seattle 13 11 .~12 WJ ' Triples: RLaW, Chicago, 3; 
KanSas City 9 I1 .450 3V~ Sharidon, Kansas City, 3; 10 
Minnesota I I  14 .444 4 t ied with two. 
-Chicago 3 9 13 .499. 4V~ Home runs: Klngman, Oak- 
Texas 9 15 .375 S~ land, 10; Rlpken, Baltimore, g. 
Tuesd ly  Resu l ts  Stolen bas i l :  G I rC l I ,  To. 
Toronto 10.1 Texas 4.4 ronto, 13; Butler, Cleveland, 13; 
Detroit I1 Boston 2 Bemazard, Cleveland, 11. 
B~ltlmom 3 Cleveland O Pitching (0 decisions): Nine 
Chlcov'~ 7 New York S are tied with 1.000. 
KanSas City 3 Milwaukee O Strikeouts: Slylevan, Clave- 
California 4 Oakland ! land, 36; Moore, Seattle, 31; 
.SSaflle 11 Minnesota 8 Wltt, California, 31. • 
.Tndly'a Games Saves: Qulsenberry, Kansas 
Cleveland at Baltimore city, 7; Caudllh Oakland, 5. 
Boston i t  Detroit N • NATIONAL LEAGUE 
Taxis at Toronto N O AM R H Pet. 
• New York at Chicago N Gwynn, .SD 87 9g 36.414 
Kansas City at Milwaukee N Ray, ,Pgh 77.15 29.377 
Oakland at California N Moldoflldo, LA 47 7 17 .362 
Minnesota at Seeflle N Lefebvre, Phi " 62 0 22 .355 
. :Thursday Games Ralnou, Mtl 88 18 31 .3S2 
Boston I t  Detroit Strawbry,, NY 77 14 27 .351 
KanSas City at Milwaukee Francona, Mtl '72 6 25,347 
Mlnnenotl at Seaffie N Little, Mtl 84 ,16 28 .333 
S¢loscla, LA 42 S 14 ,333 
NATIONAL LEAGUE Herr, StL 76 12 25 .329 
East Olvlllon Templetn, SO 79 g 26 .329 
W L PCt. GBL Ruol.baffsd In: Carler, Men. 
Hew York 13 8 .619-  treat, 28; Marshall, LOS Ang. 
ChiCagO 12 9 .S71 1 alga, 22. 
Philadelphia 12 9 .571 1 Douhtos: Davis, San Fron- 
Montreal 12 I1 .522 2 CllCO, O; C l r t l r ,  Montreal* l ;  
St. Louis 12 12 .SO0 2V~ Little, Monfrenh 7; Strlwberry, 
Pittsburgh 7 14 .333 6 New York, 7. . : 
West Division Triples: McGee, St. Louis, 4; 
LOS Angeles 18 O .692 - -  Foley, Clnclnneth 3. 
San Diego* 16 0 .667 1 Home runs: Marshall, LOS 
Cincinnati I I  13.450 6 Angeles, 7; Washington, At- 
Atlanta 9 13 .409 7 Ionia, 7; Brock, Los Angeles, 5; 
Houston , II IS .3~8 8~ McReynolds, San DIego, 5; 
Sen Francisco 7 17 .292 10 Murphy, Atllmt.a, 5; S t r lw-  
Tuhsday ResuBI berry, New York, 51 Wa!lach, 
New York 0 Chicago I Montrolh 5. 
.Philadelphia 7 Montreal 4 Stolen beoeo: samtlel, Philo- 
St. Louis 10 Plttslmrrgh S datphla, IS; Redus, Cincinnati, 
San Diego 3 Atlanta 2 12. 
Cincinnati 2 Houlton I Pitching (8 decllloos): Houey- 
LOS Angeles 3 San Francisco cuff, LOS Angeles, 4-0, 1.000, 
2 (11 Innings) 1.341; Hawkins, San Diego, 3-0, 
Today's Games t.000, 4.85; Hudson, Philo" 
LOS Angeles at San Francisro delphic, 3.0, 1.000, 3.84; Perle, 
San Diego st Atlanta N Los Angeles, 4-I, ,000,' 1.41; 
Chicago I t  New York N Show, Sen Diego, 4-1, .1100/1.19; 
N|ontroel at Philadelphia N Lea, ~Moutroal, 4-1, .~ ,  | ,Sl;  
St. LOUIS I t .  Plttsburph N Smith, Montreal, 4.1, .M#, 3.1g. 
Houston at Cincinnati N Str ikeouts: Ryln,  Houston, 
Thursday Games 39; Valenzuela, Los Angeles, 311. 
Houston at Cincinnati Saves: .Oossage, San Diego, 
San Diego at Atlanta N 0; Suffer, St. Louis, 6. 
Fitness week 
no-hitter through six in- 
nings, Tuesday night in 
pitching California Angels 
to~ 4-1 Ameriean League 
hasoball victory over 
Oakland A's and.winning 
• his 250th game. 
" I f  you had told me when 
I graduated high school in 
1961 that I'd have 2,50 wins, 
I would have said you're 
si l ly,, '  said John. 'To  
fortunate that the good 
Lord gave me a good arm 
and put me on good clubs." 
- .In ~ . other American 
League games it was 
DetPoit Tigers 11 Boston 
Red; Sox 2, Baltimore 
Orioles 3 Cleveland 
Indians 0, Chleago.White 
Sex 7 New York Yankees 5, 
Kansas City Royals 3 
MilWaukee Brewers 0, 
Sekttle Mariners 11 
Minnesota' Twins 8, 
Toronto Blue Jays l0 
Tex~ Rangers 4 in the 
first game of a 
doubleheader, while Texas 
took the nightoap 4-1. 
John, who has never 
thrown a no-hitter in his 20 
years in the major leagues, 
wasl.in command until 
Davey Lopes singled 
sharply to left in .the 
seventh inning. 
The left-hander, who will 
turn;41 later this month, 
gave up another hit in the 
ie~yiug, the game beGau~ 
of a sore arch. 
J+o~ Morgan, who had led 
off: seventh by reaching 
second on a two-has, 
thro+wing error bY first 
baseman ROd Car,w, took 
third on Lopes's hit and 
eventually scored on 
Carney Lansford's 
fielder's choice grounder 
to erase the shutout. 
California scored in the 
fourth when, with Fred 
Lynn and DOug DeCinces 
on base, right-hander Mike 
Warren hit Brian Downing 
and Bobby Grich with 
• pitches to force in the run. 
Gary Pettis walked in the 
fifth and stole second 
before scoring on Carew's 
single to make it 2-0. 
Bobby Grich's. solo 
homer made it 3-0 in. the 
sixth .. 
Blue Jays 10-1 Rangers 4.4 
Curt Wilkersun's two-run 
single and Gary Ward's 
home run rallied Texas 
over Toronto in the 
nightcap to g ive  the 
Rangers a split of their 
Toronto doubleheader. In
the+ opener, Willie Upshaw 
drove in two runs and the 
Jays capitalized on nix 
Texas errors to score 
seven unearned runs. 
Tigers 11 Red SOX 2 
Bnrbaro Garbey drove in 
four runs with three hits 
and Chet Lemon hit two 
home runs. to lead the 
Tigers over Boston in 
Detroit. The victory im- 
proved the Tigers' major 
league-leading record to 
motorcyc le  Gymkhana.  The  course  was  des igned to  tes t  
the  r iders  sk i l l s  in hand l ing  h is  b ikeon  the  road .  
" TORONTO (CP) - -  A 
deal with Detroit Red 
Wings of the National 
Hockey League would. 
have given Vaclav 
Nedomaneky 20-year 
pension benefits of $14,250 
a year when he reached 
age 50, an Ontario 
Supreme Court Judge was 
told Tuesday. 
But because the contract 
was~: ,, :never~ , MEn, d, 
J~hxiQmJMIW,~i~e 
$5,250 under Xhe~,standerd
NHL pension plan, said 
player agent Bm WaKers. 
The unsigned contract 
also would have given the 
hockey player $1.25 milllun 
over five years plus a 10- 
year job with the club as a 
scout or hockey consultant 
when he retired from 
playing, Waiters aid. 
Nedomansky, 40and now 
unemployed, is suing his 
former agent, Alan 
Eagleson, owner of Sports 
Management Ltd., for 
more than $1 million in lost 
benefits, claiming 




Czechoslovakia in 1974, 
eventually signed a $1.4- 
million, five.year eontraet 
with the Rod Wings more 
than a year after the 
original deal was an- 
nouseed. His lawsuit says, 
however, the lanE-term 
benefits of the contract 
were not as lucrative. 
The trial continues. 
TORONTO (CP) --  
Vinlenee in Canndinn 
hockey should be a 
national disgrace, seys a 
retired university hockey 
coach. 
Leslie Prince, who led 
McMaster Marlins to five 
provlnelal titles in seven 
years as coach, also told an 
Ontario NaP committee 
on injuries in amateur 




Atlanta broveooptlon pitcher Ken 
Dayley Io Richmond. of the 
International League; reinstate 
pitcher Polcual Perez to the active 
roster from the restricted list; place 
third ba,~eman Bob Homer on 
15.day dlsoblsd list retroactive to 
April 26, 
Cincinnati Reds lend outfielder 
Paul Householder to Wlchltl of the 
Amer;con Association. 
Phlledelphla Phillles recall pit- 
cher Mart+/ 6ystrom from Portland 
of 
the P~I f lc  Coast League; place 





Toronto Argonsull sign offensive 
linemen Nell Fraler and Peter 
Langtord. 
Winnipeg Blue Bomlmrs  sign wide 
receivers Gilbert. Smith, Michael 
E lates and Hercules Stancll, and 
running back Weddell Kelly. 
NPL 
Eultoll Bills name Pete Carroll 
defensive secondary coach; nlme 
line 
coach Den Lawrence defeoslve co- 
ordinator. 
Now Orleans Saints extend the 




• Pittsburgh Maolers  trade wlde 
receiver ShaWl rOBs to Ch!cego 
Blitz 
for an unspecified 1985 draft choice. 
HOCKEY 
NHL 
Phlladi lphio Flyers sign 
goaltender Derren Jensen. 
Pittsburgh Penguins acquire 
defenceman Moo Month l  from 
WlnnlP~ Jets 
completing • trade that sent 




Toronto Bil l iard sign striker John 
Peskln. r 
About  25 r iders  tar, ned  out  Sunday  a f te rnoon at  Omlneca  
park ing  lot  f~"pal~t~cJ'pate in the Ter race  Roadrunners  
In Cincinnati, + Dave ' OTTAWA (CP) -  "Plug 
Parker's single over a 
drawn-in infield scored in to participate," says 
Fitness Canada. "Don't 
pinch.runner Tom Lawless just think about it - -do it." 
with one out in the ninth to 
send the Reds to their fifth While raising the general 
fitness level of Canadians 
Cetedonlo team resoItl from Kelly 
Reed badmlMon 14urnamout held In 
Prince George April 27.~lth 
GIRLS' SINGLES 
B flight-- 
Tins Smith • 1st 
Kerry Paulls - 3rd 
Diane Moorehouso • 3rd 
C flight O 
Arlene Renlud - let 
public awareness of the 




Diane Moorehouse--Karry Paulls • 
1st 
BOYS' SINGLES 
B flight - 
DOUO Steele • 2rid 
Kevln Patterson • 3rd 
Andy Hoffman • 3rd 
BOYS' DOUBLES 
Qrganizers have been A fl lght. Kevln Pafferson--Douo Steele • 3rcl 
working for months etting . • flight - 
up events, displnys and Dwayne Ran|haw--AndyHoffmon- 
2rid 
is the broad objective of • contests starting with a 
the federal organization, Parlinment Hill ex- MIXED OOUELES 
the specific aim is the travaganza May 13 - -  c flight. Douo Steete--Tlna Smith - l i t  
second national physical Mother's Day - -  the Diane Moorehouso--Fernando 
activity week set for May highlight of which is the Andrea (K I Iwanga)  • 3rd 
13-21. 10th annual National 
Last  year, when no one Capital Mnrathnn, which 
really knew what to expect this year is doubling as the /~ ~q~ 
in the way of public ac- Olympic Games qualifying / / ~ ~ ,I~I 
event. I I l* ,~k41 ceptance of the mass • . 
participation project, Former governor J,./., ~ _~ 
more than six ndllion general Roland Michener ~/~,k~ 
peo~,9,, became involved and Jacqueline G~reau of 'l/I~+ ~ +~ 
un~rthed i rect ionof  more St-Bruno, Que., twice ~ ~I~ 
than 200,500 volunteers. Boston Marathon winner Oi ~\~ 
This year we are set- +.and.Canada s top .woman- ..,. .~ ~1~.' ~dlP~IG~ 
~ g  0~ 1S~ even over the 42.2.1dlometre P + ~ + : 1' , ' ' ~ ~ ~ W ~  
higher, '~` Y+kys a Fitness distance, will be on the Hill i ".- ( " - ~4~ ]. 
Canada news letter. "We as co.chalrmen of the Run ' 'i , ,~+ ~ ~ -  
are aiming at 10 million Canada kickoff sponsored ~ tf~: / f ' t ; . , ,A  
participants, more by the Canadian Track and .,L~ ~.~ IL,~IV~.. 
volunteers and greater Field Association. ' ,~ ,  ~ 
Terrace Minor Hockey Association 
Annual +General Meeting 
Thursday, May 3 at Spa 
Room 204 
Northwest Community College 






GRAND TRUNK ns.oum 
Bored of the same 'old' lunch? 
Try one of our 
Daily Lunch Specials 
(Sacred,n0 soup for $6  00 
& desser t )  under Ill 
Monday thru Friday I lom - 2pm 
~°1"o  
I 
...homestyle cooking at reasonable prices... 
Grand Trunk Restaurant 
4702 Lukelse Avenue 
Licensed Premises 
. , • . . • , 
HAGAR the HORRIBLE ' : " :  : by~,:Di~k:i~al, owne .. :i:;: .... 
~ ~ ...... . re  u ~ - - -#r  - 'm uwe , ,~ , , -  , . , . . _ . .  ~.~,~ ~ i ,~  I~.__~ 0 r~-~-~-~T-~¥o~ov,  
I ee~e~' / /~~~-  I ~ / ~ ! ~  I HOROSCOPE i 
ACROSS 41Actor Arldn . ,~tect  Greene 
~~[~t[  ~ ~  l [ M I ~ ~ ' " - J ~ ~  ' [ ~ '  ~ "~ i ~ I I ~  ~ ~ ' ~  I q ' " /~,,/£.I ' ' ." I Tuckedin 4Z Fiag ~,  r'vh.,1 r ~ Gaellc 
. . . .  • t 47 unc~souna u rm • r 0 ^ ~ high te rive . . . .  , ted 7 Appllean r e f~ sP~msmate 48Cumva ~Reflections 
- S Festive vin La er d Students may resent a ,,,,m,., . . . .  *~^*- , rP  mission ~ Y.'_ 
teacher ' s  unorthodox .~ ~o~o~ne . . . .  ' " ~q~r~"  8 Actor Jamcs tl~.. lrm 
- methods Lucky career and ~u~u . 
n...~;.I h ,~.  h.,,,~n ow 14 Lubmlxture 50 . ,,,,,,..h dinner 
. . . .  " o 'n ' - -  " -~" - "  ' 1,5 Cupful resort " "~ '  sweet Capitalize opportunity . . . . . .  a.. ~ ~- r 11Warg0d . . . .  
TAURUS . . .mm~. ...utho 
(Apr.Z0toMay23) ~Y~ 17Oft-lent Seton • 13Pettyrow ~Inmcauon 
ANIMAL CRAKER by.Roger Bo l lon  You couldn't ask for a nicer item? DOWN 19Picnic 31~cc  s 
day. regarding heart intor~ste 18 Grazing 1 Cigar pests 
and leisure activities. Travel grounds residue 20 Lawyer's 33 Won . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ,  0,.,,-.~;....-,,,. - . ~ ~ ~ ~  =.  invitatiom are po~ible.. ~0 FBI man S Cote sound 
f~  ~ GEMINI I 1111~" ~1 Poet. Avg. solution time: 27 rain. 
(May 9.1 to June 20] ~ .  :115 Temper fit 
A friend's behavior irks a ~ Roman t 
loved, one. Peal estate yen- bronze 
tures require immediate ac- ~ Injections 
tion. Apartment hunters meet --Dolorcsa 
withluck. 
(June 21 to July 22) 34 Tear 
You'll be the' happy reci- 
pient of good news. Make ~SMverlng 
fit 
plans to get away. Creative 36 Friendly 
4-m. .== . . . .  
SHOE 
r i~  t,~.~uC.~l~ 
"~ot ,  e,~P. ~ .  
BROOM-HILDA 
@ALL IN TH 
:ORNER FO¢'H 
~ ,.. . . . .  
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
~ ~TANP~N~ HeR~ 
~ H~JR, gl~/AR~" 
kl~W Ab, ~ J  Los-rr N~,~ 
'l I~ / t " )~ I I  WAITIN' 
B.C. 
I "to mA~/~v ~Ave~ 
I: I~"  I111,~ "m~N' WEN'r,~' 
~cc, o© 
by Jeff MACNoIIy 
by Russell Myers 
!i 
by Sian Lee 
L d ~W ~' P'~'~ ,M I~NT~ FO,~ hl~ .~ 
Ill/"~ '~ '~ su~ u~.m~ , 
by.. Johnny Hart 
talents could get rusty unless talks 
exercised, 37 Confronting 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) city 
You may make a major pur- 
chase for the home. Keep your [1 J2 3 4 
eyes open for favorable 
business chances. Finances i,2 ['~ 
improve now. i is i 
~ I I (Aug. 23 to Sept. ~.) 
You have .rio~ ~ough~ I~ ~ " i 
now and are able to express 23 
them eloquently. Save some i . i21 n t ~ 
time__for leisure activitiesjl.~,~tool 12 4 1 imp 
• (Sept. 23 toOct. 23) ...... 
..,~ =,t.o~o~,., I = I ~ I 
your hand regarding financial ~32 33 
moves. Progress is assured I [1 :~ I 
ter.n°w' but the less said the bet" I I mml 
~o,~,o m,~ I" I" 
You may pinna party or ~- [,1 1~42 43 
~e. .~, , , .  ,o. I ...... I I 
needn't be faint of heart. ~,,~- 147 I~ i '  
-~ '  I" , ll l l ~ IM" . o=,~ ~,~ I 
(Nov. 22 toDec. 21) 
Opportunity drops into your 
lap, but you must do 
sometidng about it. Don't just CRYPTOqUIP 1-23 
count on luck. Make it happen foryou! HNDYPDHOWJ  WFPRHW RNGDFG DF 
(Dec.23toJan.19) TQEY J  GQ TW R PQOQFFRO FEPPWFF: '  
Wclcomeffie~hancetovisit',: ~.... : '  :~ . i .  ,, ~ ~ ( }  PE0~:  
old friends. It won t be the .~: ' "';:Sah~Ma~. Cryptoqulp ~-. • ' 
• most exciting time in your life, 
but it will be worth your while. 
AQUARIUS ~"~,~ 
(Jan. 23 to Feb. 18) 
Good news comes regarding 
taxes or invoslment oppor- 
tunities. Consurvatlve tactics 




You're in a happy mood and 
want others to share R. 
Couples my plan a special 
• shindig. If single, be sure to 
accept invitations. 
YOU BORN TODAY belong 
in fields where you can use 
your fine intellect. More 
suited for the wofessions than 
business, you're drawn to law, 
medicine, banking and 
writing. 
1-23 
Answer to Saturday's puzzle., 
~'~ 
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I I  
I 
SWEPT,C~J~.NING'WOMAR OFF HER'FEET. • . . . . . . . . . .  " 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: P equals C. 
The Cryptoqulp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accompli~ed by trial and error. 
HEATHCL IFF ,  
You have tremendous 
~ .~ . • 'Influence in this country. 
• "~.,e~f.,~)) " If Ann Landers says "do 
~' it," milllon-~ listen. How 
• O¢, • ¢ '%/~:~r~/~{~.  aboilt declsr!ng the week 
starting April 1 aS RE- 
~ o ~ . ~  TURN IT WEEK? 
" Suggest o your read- 
#~..~.~,c~-,..,...,,** ~" +21 , ers that they gather up 
' all the books, plates, "NP~V~R hIINPTH~ 5PIT~ FENG~ I" aluminum pans, serving 
trays, vases, sweaters, 
umbrellas, raincoats, FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE by. Lynn Johnston ete., they have planned to 
' ' " i'eturn for weeks (or 
HIRHAN ~l .Ra . . . .~ . . . .  ...... . ' l~,ovo~M,~ I1~,,,,,~,,-,=,,~, months) but never got 
IT 7F ~ O'~.u..o ,I cheer over their linen supply. I have been' in : ,,L ,i,:,,,,~ ;~::,~,~,, :  ~ ~ :  .,, 
~ HELPIN | • homes and seen stacks of 
towels, washcloths, pll- 
• low cams and bathmats , -  
i clearly labelled Hilton, . 
• 'Hyatt and Mayfair-Re. 
-. ~nt; You'd think the, , 
I ! ~  ~ i th|eves would be . i']i(/ii i i! iiiii~i!i't~i iii ~ 
imSamed. Will you help? 
.--,.'..: Pi'o-lntegrlty In 
Maine " " ] ~':~" 
Dear Pro: I hereby.de- 
' clare the week beginning ' 
April I a s ~  IT " 
. . . . .  ~ g, 
l
WEEK - -  and thls is no .. , ;~ , 
J°'l'llrge'" my readers t£. 
Items to fflends, rein- 
fives and neighbors. Not 
ment ioned  by "Pro-  
Integrity" are probably 
rowed I tems of  al l  - -  
l awn mowers, garden  ] 
tools ,  hammers, saws ,  . 
screwdrlven, monkey 
wrenehea, ladders, flail- 
lag gear, golf clubs and 
tennis racquets. 
the WIZARD of ID by Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
~ .~ • ~tii~!~ ~ ,, ~ l  • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : ,  ~ . . . .  : : :  . . . . . . . . . . .  
@ 111R4 Un lveru l  Pmu Syndlcam 
. _ . _ . . . j .  - 
• If you have '~ouventr' ~ 
toweJs, bathmats, ben 
linen, blankets, pictures, 
rugs or TV sets from 
ha~k and moteisyou 
have vlsILed, send them 
back. You will sleep bet- 
ter tonight. 
. . . . . .  ~ iMg . . . .  
"Here 's  the latest word  
on that  mystery  object seen 
over  our  c i ty  th i s  even ing . "  





,, ,_ _ li 
/ 
q 
I l l s  ner i lM ,  eet'u,~.,,uo]t# ,v ,o /  -~ , , " ' '  
"~i' ,:.,~.:::.I . - : , . . ' . '~  . , ...... .. : , . . . . . "  ~ ,,i . .. , . i . , . .~  .... :~: , . , " : " 
Mail from heaven.  Sti l;I some postal foulups 
,;.: :::::: :: ~:: ::.,.:., . :; : '  ,...,:: , ,  : :::::::::::::::::::: :':/,:: :::.~;(::::', ~',?~: :~:,,:;:::?~.../.~;<(~:::)::.-::..:%? .-,.:.:::::,':: .: : ::,,. :?;,,~ • : :.:~/:~,/ , .... . , -  , .,,: ".:., . :  . 
~e~t-el~eenZ%ea~EoXr~;e~°' emr~)OYati%n?i dlst%~.ini~E~ ; :¢e l ln~,~= ~ ~tall ~eatn~ ~ =~npoStaleStao~tho~ :' hand ,  vic~i~resi%eden°t re' O~a"°~h~e '~c :a t ion ,  ~Mys%ki~up :dd  (~evPa~°t~l~negae~asiSnetrLk: 
"The guy thought he was the right direction with a • from the regular 32 cents, .: Roworth ssyai personal Canadian Union Of Postal has seen a marked ira- Any decline in personal 
getting!;:,/~i mail from massive turnaround .... don't Ret an~ deliVbry nisei torten .~/ets:delayed ?Workers, says relations i provement in mail ~ el- mailwhen fi~t-clnssrates 
heaveni :~a~.Roworih, a p rogram. '  ; .: preferences on~t -c las~ because of.  an::fllagible~/~ ',are still very strained a t  "flcleney during the last increased by 88per cent in 
jovial media-relations He eites a recent 13-per- marl. Rowarth 'insists ueatalceda'or addrnssand the plant-floor level. ~ yser. ' two stages over the last 
officer with Canada Post " ' " ' " " - -  . . . . . . .  . " , cent overall improvement Greater efficiency in the zas to be sorted manually. There s still the deep- The asnoclatlon is an couple of years was short- 
• in on-time delivery of first- delivery is a result of big , Le~ than 60 per{cent of - rooted distrust, umbrella, group Corp. Ltd. 
But " R0worth doesn't 
chuckle too much at .the 
anecdo~. 
"There,ll. always be 
horror station about he 
postal.servlce," he says. 
"And because we've grown 
so big and have such a high 
profile, .we're an easy 
tsrget: to kick. 
"But our performance is 
sho .wing vut  improvement 
despite the occasional. 
f~ l idows . "  
class mail (to 91 from 78 
per cent) and even better 
between central points; 
extension of delivery -to 
many. thousands, n~ere 
homes; a maze of elec- 
tronic mail devices; and a 
happier . employer.emp- 
loyee relationship. 
So how come that letter 
Auntie Louise mailed you 
from the next town over 
took saverpl days to arrive 
while your oil bill made the. 
businesses', efforts, not  personal mall is coded harassment and in- 
Canada Post's. properly by the nender-pnd timidation on the plant- 
wmail organized • that slows its delivery time floor by supervisors.. I 
For example, he says, • to four Or five days rather don't think they can 
the addresses on their mall than one or two ~ys,  he convince those workers 
'are usually perfectly coded says. that there's a harmonious 
for electronic soanning and Companies that dePefid relatienship, that it's all 
their self-ssrtod . mail, most on the marl tend to wine and roses." ' 
postage prepaid, Is usually agree that Canada post's But : Chedore 
balk-delivered to the post ' delivery efficiency hbs aeknowledges, there have 
office, often by their own improved, but someone been some two-way 
• vehicles, during specially obviously forgot to tell- discussions at top levels of 
scheduled mailing hours, rank-and-file postal labor and munsgoment, 
In short, mall • from big workers about  the  ira- "and they are making 
representing about 300 
companies that depend on 
the marl for their 
The facts on our drinking habits 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Canadians eem to be "Almost 10 per cent of those who drink was a'dircct or indirect factor in 'i7,974 deaths 
holding the line on'the amount of alcohol they experience some form of nicehol-related that year or one of every 10 deaths from all 
drink,-but overindulgence remains a big problem within the spaee of a year -- whether 
prohlem, says a report commissioned bythe in relation to their families, their health, the 
federal Health Department. safety of self. and others, the law, or their 
The report shows average intakes stayed performance atwork or school." 
'/early constant between 1975.and 1980 after an "And their problems correlate with levels 
incz~ane of 25 per cent during the. previous of alcohol consumption: the higher the rate of 
.flve ycars, consumpt ion ,  r the higher the risk of 
Consumption in 1980 worked out to the problems." " • ' . 
equivalent of 11.27 lltres Of pure alcohol for NUMBER DROPPED " ' 
everyperson 15 or older. Beer remained the _~he _number of pecp!e considered to be 
meat popuTar alcoholic beverage, followed by 
hard liquor and wine; 
'['he report says It's too early to say whether 
the/levelling.off trend will continue, but it. 
ec!l~s, the warnings of other studies that 
alcohol plays havoc with the lives of people 
eve~'ywhere. 
alcoholics was estimated at roughly 600,000 in 
' 1960, based on calculations that started with 
data on deaths from cirrhosis on the liver. 
The number of alcoholics dropped by three 
per cent between 1978 and 1980. 
causes. 
Indirect deaths include motor vehicle ae- 
cidents, drownings, fires and homicides. 
The report suggests that ~ and in- 
come are related:in two ways. 
On the one hand, people with higher in- 
comes are more likely to be regular drinkers. 
On [he other hand, prohiems associatedwjth 
are" more widespread among the 
poor and the 'unemployed. 
• The report, released in Ottawa and Halifax, 
was prepared by a working group of federal 
offieials, representatives of provincial 
agmcien and university experts. It was 
Only 2,682 deaths from cirrhosis were planned as a guide for federal and provincial 
recorded in 1980, but ~e report says alcohol programs on alcohol-related problems. 
livelihood, and Fergussn 
.said some of the com- 
panies have been working 
with Canada Post  to 
monitor its efficiency. 
CYCLE IMPROVES 
.: "It has improved quite 
considerably," says 
Ferguson. "It's been 
especially noticeable since 
a year ago - -  a definite 
improvement in the mail- 
out, mail-hack cycle, fl 
"We keep a ve,~,. AJ.ght ' ' 
watch on it; i ts  me 
l i feb lood  o four indnat ry .  Police Hew A And mind you, when there . I ,  • 
is a disruption, such as a 
strike, we are the loudest 
to scream - -  and that's 
from pain rather than 
anger." 
Boworth says the "whole 
vista of mail volume" has 
changed during the last 
few years --  from a highly 
its deficit to $300 million, is 
aiming at a balanced 
budget by 1987, committed 
itself to' no postal rate 
increases, this year, 
diversified its market, 
moved farther ' into :the 
electronic field a~d 'em- 
barked this month on a 
five-year business plan. 
lived, he says. Stamps are But, mindful of past 
still cheaper than long- labor troubles, it will 
distance phone calls, breathe easier if it 
Reborn as a Crown emerges unscathed from 
corporation from a contract talks starling this 
fragmented agency of the fall with its eight different 
federal government in unions. So far, layoffs have 
Oetoher 1981, Canada Post been avoided by reducing 
inherited an unenviable staff through attrition. 
legacy --  a deficit of Effeiency, productivity 
almost $1 billion, a history and cost-cutting are a must 
of bitter strikes, public in the new plan,. Roworth 
~.entempt and growing says. People need the 
competition from private service, as indicated by its 
courier services, average daily delivery of 
To date, it has trimmed 25 million pieces of mall. i 
The Terrace fire depart- 
ment was called to the. 
TERRACE.- A single 
vehicle accident occurred 
early this morning, in 
which a car collided with 
the south end of the old 
Skeena bridge, causing 
scene to spray down the 
vehicle and the road:  
because o f  .leaking: 
gasoline. The vehicle 
suffered extensive damage 
tour cancelled resulted in moantiug the entranee to the Terrace. accldentbutonejuveaile] Stops on Ouddy volumesofbusinsssmall. Co-op, andoverturned, hasbee, cbarged. 
the tour O~ou~er . ,e ,  featured 20 songs by the Edmanton a weck ago to __~- - - - - - - - - - -  ---wriJiin?v~ios~nrioPtlJaf°r~ 
I ThEeDMOtat?el N T(hCTe)tre's just ,~ iug  O • teamof Mike Stellar and begh~ rehearsals fo r  the . ." _ . .  ... production, of Duddy, the Duddy has played to JerryLelber, composers of Stratford Festival JOSnUa'Jrnen ano ~ow, wm musical version of Mor- recurs audiences at the such classics as Elvi~ production of Gilbert and rat.urn ~ Edmen!on. as decal Pdchler!s book The Citadel, thanks largely to Prosley's Hound Dog and Sullivan's Iolanthe. neenea, ueeser anaea. 
Apprenticeship of Duddy an 85-per.cent subscription Kansas City. "We're looking to bring On reflection, Gasser 
base, althougl~ Gasser 
pointed out that a one-week 
extension sold out without 
the benefit of season-ticket 
holders. 
Twenty minutes has , in additional people ~to said the prednetion's 
been cut from the revamp the show, extensive publicity 
production (which ran somebody e lm' to  write campaign and splashy 
threehoursopeningnight), some songs," he said. opening were 
some songs have been "After we close in "premature." 
restaged, or eliminated and Edmonton (Saturday) "Nobody questions that 
an epilogue telling of we're shutting down and work has to be done," he 
Kravitz, is still being 
reV, Titten and revised after 
nearly a month of per- 
formances, co-producer 
Sam Gosaer said Tuesday. 
Two stops on the play's 
crosa-C~mada, tour --  He also said New York 
Regina,and Saskatoon- producers who visited Duddy's fate 25 years after going hack into reh~r : ,  sald. "But l don't hink the 
have been cancelled and ' Edmonton have expressed the storyi.~.~., has . ,~9.i  as=Is.". ~ '~'h~":-"show is as bad as people . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  '~ • ~,~:~, : :  -~ , i~ . ,  ,^ ~" n,S~.~* '~,  
- k~.:', .: . ,  . . . .  . . . .  ' SX ~ ": also be scratched,;Gesser: ;the ~produetion "t@=,Bl~d.i?.' :~:i~;,,' ,,': . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Meunw~ile, M~cdonald :"just that th~.[~eXpectation ~ ~,, ,  
said in  .:a telephone in- way "but there's nothing DIRECTOR SOUGHT has left instructions for were too grand.'! 
terview from Montreal. 
"There's todmuch to be 
done to do it on the road," 
he said. "We've got to have 
a good show when we #tart 
definite yet. They think it Gesser said another changes with a member of 
has great potential to be a director is being sought o the east who has' been 
big hit." augment the work done by filling in as interim 
The play, written by director BrianMacdonald, director. 
Riehler, originally, who had to leave • Riehler, who is alas 
Entertainment Shorts 
LOS ANGELES (AP) --  Dynasty was the top 
show as ABC triumphed in the Nielsen ratings for 
the second straight, week following the end of the 
1983-84 season. 
Dynasty came in first as its archrival for most 
popular prime.floe soap opera, CBS's Dallss, was 
, pre-empted by the movie Borderline. : ~. 
in the just-ended season, Dallas was first, 60 
Minutes second and Dynasty third. 
ABC won the week ended April 39;ICBS was 
second and NBC third. ABC had a network average 
of 14.9 in the A.C. Nielsen Co. survey. C~ had 13.6 " 
and NBC had 12.4. The networks ay this means that 
in an average prime-time minute 14.9 per eeat of the 
TV homes were tuned to ABC. 
in a week of mostly reruns, CBS's Simon and 
Simon and NBC's The A-Team were tied for second 
place for the week. Others in the Top 10: ABC's 
Hotel, fourth; the ABC movie Chapter Two, fifth; 
CBS's 60 Minutes, sixth; CBS's Kate and Allle, 
Magnum; P.I., and Alice, tied for seventh, and 
NBC's TV Bloopers and Practieal Jokes, 10th. 
NEW YORK (AP)  - -  Programme.riB. from 
strength as the runaway ratings winner this season, 
CBS announced Tuesday that i.t will have only five 
new programs in its 1984-85 fall l i neup . .  
The network's mdst signficunt.casualty from the 
current schedule is The Four Seasons, Alan Aide's 
first project since MASH. 
CBS, the prime-time l ader the past five seasons, 
announced its lineup two days ahead of its 
scheduled formal presentation. ABC, runner-up the 
past five years, said Monday that its fall lineup 
wouldhave nine new shows. NBC is Scheduled to 
unveil its 1984-85 schedule May 1O. 
Of CBS's new series, two' are one-hour ~amas 
and~three are half-hour comedies.. The 3½ hours 
• marks the smallest adjustment in time that CBS has 
ev,er made for a new season. Stars of the new 
pregrams will include Eiliott Gould, Scott Balo, 
• Jen-Ertk Hexum, Jennifer O'Neill and Angels 
Lansbury. 
BUFFALO, N.Y .  (AP)  - -  John Barrett, who 
played the Lone Ranger when that radio drama 
began in Buffalo in the early l~0s, died at his home 
Tuesday. He was 71. 
Bdrrett played the role of the masked crime 
flgMer when the series begun in Buffalo as Covered 
Wagon Days and Wns broadcast by WEBR. 
He graduated from the University of Buffalo Law 
School In 1947 end went on to become a trial lawyer. 
LOS ANGELEs (Router) - -  Soul singer Marvin 
Gaye probably took cocaine four to eight hours 
before he was killed, a coroner's pokesman said 
Tuesday. 
"A small amount of cocaine residue was found in 
Gaye's blood," the spokesman, Bill Gold, said in 
reporting on toxicological tests on tbe singer. 
Gave, 44, di~l of two gunshot wounds to the chest 
in Los Angeles on April I after what palice alleged 
was an argument with his father. The father, also 
named Marvin, has been charged with his son's 
• murder. 
Gasser said he was 
amazed at how bad the 
reviews of the play were. 
"Talk to the people in the, 
• lobby  - -  they just love it," 
he said. "We're all very 
excited." 
personalized system to a extensive damage to the 
highly business-oriented car and the.bridge rail. but no injuries were 
system. Another accident in- reported. 
• "A few years ago, ~ per volving one car eceurred At about 9 p.m., May 1, a 
cent of all mail was' per- at2a.m.attheintersection two-car eollis|en occurred 
sonul mail and now nearly of Emerson Street and at the intersection of 
80 per cent of first-class Greig Avenue. • An Alberta Emerson Street and 
mail is business mail." resident has been.charged Lazclle, Avenue causing 
The proliferation of under the Motor Vehicle extensive damage to both 
credit cards and corn- Act. The vehicle struck the vehicles. There were no 
puterized accounting has traffic island, located by injuries reported from the 
From May 2 to October 13,1986,Vancouver will welcome 
millions of visitors to the 1986 World Exposition. We'll need 
experienced concession operators for a .wide range of 
merchandise facilities. For an information kit outlining our 
criteria for participation, and a more detailed list of our product 
requirements and opportunities, please reply in writing, 
specifying the type of merchandise your outlet might provide: 
• MICHAEL JO~ 
,~ /  : i . . . . . . .  ~--~'.~',~... , ' Director. Re=ll Operatlons 
'~ l~k  ~ WOl'llgl ~ .X~I [ IU I1  Vancouver, O.O.V6C2X5 
Vancouver 
l r~  I British Columbia, Canada 
~ May 2 - October 13,1986. 
:1S 
:30 
'=denotes a protected trademark of the Expo 86 Corporation. 
A Provlndal G~mment  CorDoratlon Hun. Claude Richmond, Minister 
WEDNESDAY- 5 p.m.- 2 a.m, 
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Guy ' Can't Estate Gilbert 
i Can't I can't I can't . a., 
St. : The Facts Throa's Su ivan 
Elsewhere ' o~ Life Company Can't 
Can't Daubed Oh Can't 
I Con't  I TrOUble- 'i Model lne I can't 
Hotel St. " The Mother of 
Can't Elsewhere National the '(ear 
Can't " Can't The Spirit of 
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CTV NoW| KiNG S Night / Myateryl 
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Late Can't Miller America 
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of the Letterman Movle 
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D lv ld~ con °t Schools Inve~lve Chill Choice 
Definition Can't Mr. : Starlit Con'S 
CofYt can't Oreslub ! Up ClolW ~' t  
Eleg•nt HOt Sel.lme Sell Inc. Carl'S 
Appetite P0~MO Stress Art CheSt Can't 
GUESS Search for Can't Art ExpreM " Can't 
What TomorroW Can't Human Can't 
I I ~ I I ! Ferlaz.Moi 
Noon D'ays All Why In 
News o~ My tl~ World? Selut 
Hour Our Chilean Railing . WOrld Bullnlll 
Can't LiveS Con'S RainbOw Summit 
Scllmce Caller's 
Another Another CBC Give imd Take Choice 
World V~rld News 
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Anthrol~lOgy Comment Can't 
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Can't ~ Under 
Amour • 
Choice Con,t Leaf 
Can't B~olno Can't 
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Rnd  Along Traboulldon inspector 
Write On Can't Gadget 
= 
~wr• l  The 
:IS HosPital 1= ,con', O.m. 
Can't Can't Can't 
~ , tS  Wom~ The Bre•kow•y 
to Don can't 
i=  Wom,n H•rron COn', 
C~'I ~ ¢on't 
4~ uw FamMy Peo~e'a 
: •t 4 Isllmd Court 
: COfl't Cofl't NewSooFe 
:4S , C~'t Can't 
Trade Fair winners 
TERRACE-- Here are Wightman and Smith 
the results of the recent Realty was third. 
Jaycee's annual Trade In the next category, 
Fair contest, held at the artistic excellence, the 
Terrace arena over the Terrace Co-op was 
we~end, awarded first place, Pro- 
In  the industrial Tech  E lec t ron ic  
category, Lakelse Com- Engineering second place, 
putero took first place, All- and Gemma Bath Boutique 
West Glass ran second and third. 
CJI;'W FM Radio placed In the final category, 
third, where the merchants voted 
In the local retail for each other, first place 
category ,  Omineca " went o the Terrsce Co-op. 
BulldingSupplics took first Pro-Tech Electronic 
place,'followed by Kalum Engineering received 
Tire Service, second, and another second finish place 
Ken's Marine third, and Gamma Bath Boutique 
In the institutional took third. 
category, B.C. Tel came up The first four categories 
the big winner, while, were judged by a panel of 
Kalum Tire Service placed five individuals from the 
second, and Century 2i' conupunity. 
Sc ience teachers 
found unqualified 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  Most 
elementary school 
teachers are not qualified 
to teach science, the 
Science Council of Canada 
says in a report hat calls 
for improved science 
education i  all grades, 
The ~-l~ge report 
released Wednesday points 
to a wide range of other 
problems which must be 
addreisod in a "renewal" 
of primary school teachers 
have not taken science 
courses since high school 
and only three of five ol 
.them want to continue 
teaching the Subject. 
Few elementary schools 
"offer science teaching 
during a prescribed 
period, by a confident 
teacher and with the 
support of ndequate 
facilities." 
of science ducation. In Junior high school, 
edna a , , ,  . . . . . .  ,,~fal science teachers complain 
• ..,, -,m.~ v,.,, . . . . .  d of inadquate time to teach 
uoo ministries An o.,hM, ,.*..A. ,...,S ^ . its their, subjects, forcing 
~-,,,-,, .,o,~,- ~" ' : " f f l  . .  them ottO: to present 
47. recommenaauuns science asa..;~catalogue of 
immediately. "Any delay fac't~ ; :  : 
in renewing our sclepce " ' • " ' 'ME~|NG ?GETS LOST 
education system s . L .X4a ~'., ,ha ~,^~ v=o,.o 
threatens .C:aned.d's ' "answering the questions 
en~ worm. -usms . precedence over inquiries 
• "If we an a soclety fnil to into the real meaning of 
understand the interaction problems," notes the 
of science, technology and study, based on surveys of 
society, we surrender more than 7,000 teachers, 
central of the meat potent The report also says 
forces haping our world to girls drop out of science 
a technocratic elite," says courses as early as 
the /~tmefl, a federal possible and students with 
a ~  body. particular interest in 
TI~: i study, called science complain they are 
for Every Student, not given enough 
feU~d. '~at three.qearters challenges. 
• 1 
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Services Services Sefvices Sefvices Services 
TERRACE HOMEMAKER THE TERRACE Foster FOOD FOR THOUGHT UNEMPLOYMENT 
S E R V I C E S p r o vial es Parents Association meets Soup Kitchen -- We provide ACTION CENTRE ~ We 
assistance with household the fourth Tuesday of each free soup to those In need; are a non-government 
management and dally mc)nth at Northwest this service Is provided by agency that provides advlce 
living eetlvitles to aged, Community College. Weare volunteers who •are and counselling to t'he 
handicapped, con. • s'upport group for foster unemployed. Donatloos of unemployed. Our services 
vetescents, chronically III, parents. If you would like to food and money are needed are free. If you need help 
etc. 4530 Lokelse Ave. talk to us please call Bev to maintain this Service. with Unemployment 
635-3248, Jacqule 635.6727,' 3312 Sparks Ave .  Insurance problems or 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P4. Trean635.2865. 10am.41ml" Human Resources glve us a 
Phone 635.5135. (pp3-iune2984) 638-16~ call. .• 
(ppd-30nov) ..  (ppd2.30mar84) 4721 Laz.elle, . 
Rm. 200 
TERR,~CE PRO.LIFE GAY CONNECTION (Back of Tllllcum Theatre) 
Education Ass'n. Is Sundays, 7-10pm 638.1362. TERRACEWOMEN'S 635.4631 
concerned wlth upholdlng (ppd.Nova,l) RESOURCE CENTRE (ppd2.30mar84) 
the rlght to llte of the Drop.ln centre; support 
Innocent from conceptlon to WE WANT • YOU "to come servlce for women; 
natural death. Active and and loln us, a fatally Information; referral; 
~supportlng members orlentated group, wlth lendlng llbrery; bookstore, 
welcome. Phone Roberta . Mmlly and adult activities. 
635.7749or Mark at 635.5041. We are a local support 
: (ppd.30iune.84.) group; offering friendship, 
• cornpanlonehlp and help if 
CANADIAN PARENTS for we can to families who are 
: French (Terrace Chapter) only one parent. Come and 
!Monthly meeting Is held loin us the One Parent 
every last Wednesday of Families Association of 
every month at 8:00 p.m. at Canada. For Information 
" the Kitl K'Shen stateroom, phone BOa 635-3238 or Judy 
For more Information call 638.1935 Or write Box 372 
Cathy at 635-2151 or Sue at Terrace, B.C. V8G 2B$. 
635.4891, (ppd-131u184) 
(ppdS.291une! PARENT'S-IN.CRISIS A 
KSAN HOUSE is self-help group for parents, 
available to women and seeking to change 
children who have been desfrucllve patterns of 
physically or mentally chlld-reerlng, Weekly 
abused, If you need a meetings. Telephone crisis 
safe temporary refuge line • 635.5566 or write to 
call the HELP line 63S- P.O. Box 494 Terrace, B,C. 
6447. (ppd.aprl130.84) (ppd,l-201une) 
counsel l ing; support 
groups. 
4S42 Park Avenue; 





















(:ommunity Services ~a Services 
Coming Events 24 Situations Wanted 
Notices 28 TV & Stereo 
Information Wanted 29 Musical Instruments 
Births 30 Furniture & Appliances 
Engagements SI" Pets 
Marriages 32 Livestock 
Obituaries 33 For Sale Miscellaneous 
Card of Thanks 35 Swap & Trade 
In Memorlum 38 Miscellaneous Wanted 
Auctions 39 Marine 
Garage Sale 40 Equipment 
Personal 41 Machinery 
• Business Personal 43 For Rent Miscellanonus 
Found ' : 44 "~Property for Rent 
LOSt • :1 : ~$' ; ;"Room" & Board . . . . .  
Help Wanted . . . . . . . . . . . .  47. .  Suites for Rent 
For.Hfr.e. 48 .Homes for Rent  
ALANON MEETINGS 
Monday at Mills Memorial 
Hospital, at 8pm Phone 
Isobe1635-9359 orGloria 635- 
5546. 
(ppd-23mar04) 
EVERY THURSDAY at .7 
p.m. !n the Hospital Pysch 
Unit there is a movie on 




50 Homes for Sale 
51 Homes Wanted 
52 Property for Sale 
53 Property Wanted 
54 Business Property 
SS Business Opportunity 
56 Motorcycles 
57 Automobiles 
5B Trucks & Vans 
59 Mobile Homes 
60 Recreational Vehicles 
63 . . .Aircraft 
"~ Fln,~n~ia(.-' " 
' Le{l~*l" ' ;'~' . . . . . .  
69 , Tenders 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY 
20 words or less $2.00 per insertion. Over 20 
words S cents per word• 3 or more consecotive 
insertions El.S0 per insertion. 
REFUNDS 
First insertion charged for whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ad has been Set. 
CORRECTIONS 
Must be made before socond insertion. 
Allowance can De made tar only one incorrect 
ad. 
BOX NUMeERS 
St,00 p ickup.  
$~,00 mailed 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED RATE 
3"/cents per agate line. Min imum charge SS.00 
per insertion. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL ~ ld  TeANSIE'NT AO. 
VERTISING 
37 cents per line. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
S$,00 per line per month. On a minimum four 
month basis. 
'COMING eVENTS • 
For Non-Proflt Organizations. Maximum S days 
Insertion prior to event for no charge• Must be 25 
w0rds or less, typed, and submitted toour Office.~ 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY 
Noon two days prior to publication day. 
CLASSIFIEO 
11:00 a.m. on day previous to day of publication 
MOnday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH ORDER other 
then BUSINESSES WITH AN ESTABLISHED 
ACCOUNT. 
Sorrier chorea of Is.0o on al l  N,S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS 
NO chargo provided news submitted within ona 
mooth. 
BOX 3if, Terrace, B.C. Home I~l l lvery 
r io  4E4 Phone 6SS-4000 






Card of Thanks 6,00 
In Memorium 6.00 
~)ver 60 words, S cents each additional word• ' 
PHONE 63563S7 -- Classified Adver'llslno 
Department. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
Effective October I, t r ig  
Single Copy 2~ 
ey Carrier mth. S3.SO 
By Carrier year 3S.00 
By Mail  3 mlhs. 25,00 
By Mail  6 miffs. 35.00 
By Mai l  I yr.'S8.00. 
Senior Citizen I yr. 30.00 
British Commonwealth 'and United States of 
America I yr. 65.00 
The Herald reserve~ the right to classify ads 
under appropriate headings and to set zates 
therefore and to determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the right to revise, edit, 
classify or reject any advertisement and to 
retain any answers directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service and to repay the customer the sum 
paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
BOX replies on '" Hold" instructions not picked Up 
within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement wi l l  
be destroyed unless mai l ing instructions are 
received. Those answering BOX Numbe;'s are 
requested not to send originals of documents to 
avoid lOSS, Al l  claims Of errors in edverlisements 
must be received by the publisher within 30 days 
after tha first publication. 
It is agreed by the adv'ertlser requesting space 
that the l labi l lty of tha Herald in the event at 
failure to publish an' advertisement or in the 
event of an error apPearing in the advcrtisement 
• .~ puohshed shall be l imited to the amount paid 
by the advertiser for only one incorrent insertion 
for the portion of the adver!ising space Occupied 
by the incorrect or omitted item only, and that 
there shall be no l iabil ity to any extent greater 
than  the amount paid for such advertising. 
Adverttsemenls must comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act which prohibits any 
advertising that discriminates against' any 
Person because of his race, religion, sex, color, 
nationality, ancestry or place 0l origin, or 
because h~s age is between 44 and 65 years, 
unless the condition is Justified by a bona fide 
r e.qoiremant for the work involved. 
T " d ERRACE KITIMAT 
Classified Mail.in Form 
Your Ad 
, = , .  ,= ,  . . .  , , , , , , , , , , ,  o =, , , , .  ** , . . . ,=  , , * * , ** , , * ***=,o  ===,o**** ,  
, , , ,  = . , . , , ,  , , ,  , . , ,  . .  * * , , , , , * *=, , , * ** , , , , , ,  =**o , ,  =****** , , *** ,  = , , , , . ,  = , ,  
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Address ............................... 
Town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Phone No. of Days . . . . . . . . .  
Classiflcat Ion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .: . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Send ad al0ng with 
cheque or money order to: 
~0 words or less: S2 per day DAI LY HERALD 
$,1.50 for three consecutive days 3010 Kalum St. 
$6 for four consecutive days Terrace, B.C. 
S7.50 for five consecutive days. VflG 2M7 
A.A. MEETINGS 




Tuesday -- 8:30 p.m. 
(Open Speaker) 
Sacred Heart Church 
4830 Straumo 
Wednesday -- 8:30 p.m. 
(Women's Closed) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
Thursday --8:30 p.m. 
(Closed) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
Friday'-- 8:30 p.m. 
[Open) 




Hospital Psych Unit 












, ~ L 4530.LakelseAve,~.;~ L~ 












NORTHWEST ALCOHOL & 
DRUG COUNSELLING 
638.8117 

















JUDO CLUBS For lunlor 7- 
14 years. Ju;Jitsu for adult. 
For more Information call 
• 635.9316 and 635-9556. 
(p3.30may) 
PROGRESSIVE CON. 
SERVATIVE Association of 
Skeene. Information 
Memberships. Phone 638- 
1206. 
~, (p6-31aug84) 
ARE YOU PREGNANT 
worried, thinking of an 
abortion? We at Birthright 
would like to Offer you our 
support and friendship. 
Free confidential 
pregnancy tests available. 
TIIIIcum Building 4721 Suite 
201 Lazelle Ave, Office' 
hours Man. to Frl. tram 9am 
to 11am Saturday 9am to 
lpm Phone 635.3907 anytime 
(ppd-iune84) 
• SEXUAL ASSAULT HELP 
LINE 635-¢042 A 24hr. line 
for suppc)rt and Information. 
for victims of sexual 
assault. Office location: 
No.2-3238 Kalum Street, 
Open 9-4, Mon.Frl. 
(pnd-aorH30.8~) 
PLEASE SUPPORT ,, 
By( apical  
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
meets every Tuesday at 
6:45 p.m. in the Skeena 
Health Unit. For In.. 
formation call Joanna 635. 






$1.50" BROWN BAG 
SALE. Mills Memorial 
HOspital Au.xlllary Thrift 
Shop. Saturday, May 5th 
11am to 4pm. Clothes for 
the Whole Family. 4544 
Lazelle Ave., Terrace. 
(ncg.4may) 
KERMODE PLATE 
COLLECTORS wil l  be 
having a meeting on 
Thursday May 3, at 8pm, at 
Arena Banquet Room, 
guest speaker Is Brian 
Bonnelly, sales rep for 
Walker Usher. For more 
Information phone Betty 
635.7572, or Llanne 630.1410. 
(nc.3may) 
GYMKHANA May 6, 
registration 11:30 a.m., 
starts 12 noon, Must be a 
Totem Saddle Club 
member to participate. 
Spectators welcome. 
Canteen opon. Takes place 
at the Thornhlll Com. 




Secondary School Parent 
Advisory Committee will 
hold It's last meeting for 
this year, Thursday, May 
3rd 1984 at 7:30 p.m. In the 
Library. 
(nc-3msy) 
IMAGES OF RIBBON N 
Blues all native fashion 
show and dinner will be 
• ~td  in cmiluncfion with 
the Kermode Friendship 
Society's annual general 
meeting to be held at 3313 
Katum Street on 26 May 
1984 starting at 3pm. 
New members are 
welcome.and election for 
the board of directors 
will also be taking place. 
Please phone 635.4906 for 
further Information. 
(nc.4may) 
NOTICE Annual general 
meeting of the Terrace 
Cerebra l  Pa lsy  
Assoclatlon. The Annual 
General Meeting of the' 
Terrace Cerebral Palsy 
Assoclatlon wlll be held 
June 5th, 1984 at the 
Ter race  Ch i ld  
Development Centre, 
2510 South Eby Terrace, 
B.C. The purpose of the 
meeting wl l l  be the 
efectlon of the board of 
dlrectors for the 1984.85 
year and submlsslon of 
the Annual Report. tn 
order to exerclse the 
rlght to vote, persons 
must be of legal age as 
defined by the Provlnce 
of Brltlsh Cotumbla and 
be a member In good 
standlng at least th.lrty 
days prlor to the date of 
the Annual General 
Meeting. A member 
must pay the mere. 
bershlp fee of $2.00 30 
days prlor to the date of 
the Annual General 
Meeting for entlt!ement 
to vlew. 
NOTICE: To all peopk~ 
who have hearlng 
dlsabllltles. 
The Terrace Support 
Group for the Hearlng 
Impalred would llke to 
Install a hearing 
assistance system In the 
REM Lee Theatre. We 
have Information to 
share with you and need 
your Input. Come too  
meeting at: Community 
Service Building (old 
Forestry Bldg.) on  
Lakelse, Wed. May 2, 
7pm. ,Phone .Rose 635- 
9036. 
(ncS-2may) 
20th ANNUAL Arts 
Crafts and Hobby Show 
Sat. May Sth 10am-gpm; 
Sun. May 6th 10em.Spm. 
at Caledonia Secondary 






FLEA MARKET Sat. May 
Sth at 10am. Display space 
available at 1;5. Hot 
Springs Service Station. 
Pho,e 798.2459, 
(nc3-dmay) 
TERRACE HIKING cLuB 
HIKE Sunday May 6. We 
shall be h ik ing up a 
moderate• trail to the 
alpine area, off Kalum 
East Road. Meet at 9am, at 
the library. Bring lunch, 
sun and ralngear (Bs 
preparedl). A camera and 
a friend. Please leave your 
dogs at home~ Phone 
Jarma 635.7305 for further 
Information. 
(nc3-4may) 
NAT IONAL ARTS 
CENTRE Or~chestra 
appears Sat. May 12, 8 
p.m. at REM Lee 
Theatre. Program In- 
cludes Rossini, Mozart, 
Schafer, Mendelssohn. 
Obtain advance tickets 
Carter's Jewel lers,  
Skeena Mall $8 student. 
seniors, S10 adults. 
ANNUAL MEETING of 
Northwest Development 
Education Association, 
Thurs. May 3 7:30 p.m. 






is hereby given that the 
Skeena Federal Liberal 
Riding Association will 
hold a general meeting 
for the purpose of 
electing Delegates and 
the N~tlo~aT ~;dershi i)  
Convention of the Liberal 
Party of Canada to be 
held In Ottawa, June 14- 
17, 1984 as follows: 
Date: Saturday, May S, 
1984 
Time: 2:00 p.m. 
Place: Prince Rupert 
Public Library 
(Audio Visual Room) 
101-6th Ave. West 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
ELECT ION OF 
DELEGATES AND 
ALTERNATES 
The Association is en. 
titled to elect 7 Delegates 
and 7 Alternate 
Delegates. In each case 
(delegates and  alter- 
nates) 2 of those elected 
must be women and 2 of 
those elected must be 




1609 Overlook St. 
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OUT TH[ MAT 
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Please be advised .that, 
effective 12:01 A.M., 
Tuesday, May 1, 1984, load 
restrictions are hereby 
rescinded on 1he tallowing 
road within the Terrace 
Highway District: 
Highway 16. Terrace to 
Terrace District West 
Boundary 
Normal overload per- 
mils will apply. 
All other current 
restrictions remain In 
effect. 
The purpose of this 
amendment Is to allow 
overloads on that portion 
of Hlghway 16 West (road 
and bridges) which was 
previously restricted to 
legal loads only. 
Violators of the 
regulations and restric- 
tions will be prosecuted. 
W.E. Stanley, 




Minister of Transportation 
and Highways 
Dated: 
April 30, 1984 






GARAGE SALE~-- Flea 
Market .  Thornh l l l  
Pr imary School. Sat. 
May 5 10am.2pm Raffle 
draw, door prizes, 
rummage, concession, 
bedding plants, bake and 
T-shirt table, crafts. 
Table rental $10.00 perl 
table. Sell your owr 
wares. For further in 







an accident In front of 
Lakelse Drugs around S 
p.m. Friday April 27th, 
between a blue Ford 
Pickup and a brown 
Subaru Station Wagon 





TOTAL BUSINESS SER- 
VICES 24 hr. Answering 
Service, Typing, Paging, 
Photocopying Alarm 











D.L .G .  PORTER 
CHARTERED AC- 
COUNTANT, Trustee In 
bankruptcy, receiver, 
l iqu idator ,  209.4650. 
Lazelle Ave., P.O. Box 
888, Terrace, B.C. VSG 




A FEMALE German 
Shephard cross puppy . 
10-12 weeks old. Found 
near the library, April 
24th. Leave a message 
for Pat at 638-0228 
mornings or evenings. 
(ncS-2may) 
16 Lost 
WHITE LONG halred 
cat with Siamese paints,. 
missing from Copperslde 
Estates :- Very special 
pet. reward. Phone 638. 
0248 mornings. 635.9272 




MATURE WO~N TO 
WORK nights, holidays, 
weekends. Rate $5.00.hr. 
Apply Twln Clty Meats. 
638-1312. 
[p10.gmay) i 
MANAGER- - '  
MANAGERESS 
required for card . and 
gift shop. Prefer recent 
retail management 
exper ience.  Send 
!resume to: Box 1484 c.o 
Terrace.Kltlmat Dally 
-leraid. P.O. Box 399, 





Approx. 850 potential 
employers listed across 
Canada. Details, In- 
formation etc. Send 
stamped envelope to 
In ternat iona l  Em. 
ployment Service, Box 
429, Lumby, B.C. V0E 
2GO. 
(p20-1Smay) 
STUDENTS University & 
college students~ Summer 
employment opportunity. 
Earn an average of $300. 
we e k~ ,,, ~S.c h o I a rshlp,s 
~atLahte u R, ~o~ ,0~p. 
Op~)0rtunlt~; forl i]ad- 
vancement to management 
position. For an Interview 
call collect 564.4664, for 
Ran Gerard. May 3, 1984 




With experience In 
community or out post 
nursing, required May 
1Sth, 1984 In the Prince 
Rupert ares. 
Must be capable of 
working Indepondentl~,. 
Some travelling will 
be required. References 
essential. 
Please call or submit 
written resume to: 
Para-Med Health 
Services, Suite 300. 1460 
6th Ave., Prince 




Teacher, certified In 
B.C.? Phone 63S.4659, 
3:30.4:30. 
(N0-9may) 
K 'SAN HOUSE 
SOCIETY requires a co- 
ordinator for K'San 
Trans i t ion  House, 
Terrace, B.C. (part.time 
position 20 hours per 
week). Salary: $9.75-hr. 
The co-ordinator Is 
responsible for staff 
supervision, councelllng 
residents, community 
Ilason and other related 
administrative ' duties. 
For more Information 
please call 635.6447. 
Please forward all 
resumes, no later than 
May 4th, 1984, to: K'San 
• House Society, c,o 2506 
Kerr Street, Terrace, 
B;CI VaG 2K3. 
(accS-4may) 
EARN EXTRA MONEY 
the "Fuller Brush" way. 




for doing general office, 
duties. Collections a 
must. Apply to: E leo  
trolux Canada, 4719 
Lakelse Ave., Terrace, 
B.C. 
(accS.4may) 
. ,~h • _ 
i 
For 
. iH im'  
I 
! " "A" TICKETED 
i / 'JOURNEYMAN 
i ELECTRICIAN' 
raNg iobs to small, all 10bs 
I con l ldered .  Very  
Ireasonable ~:1~52;: rates. Phonei 
(p2O.2may) ! 
23 i 
• : - ,Services 
I 
COMPUTER CLASSES for 
krds. Classes start May 
28th and 29th. Logo, 
beglnnei', Intermediate, 
advanced and graphics 
courses. Avallebte $25.00 
per class. Call Al's Com- 






puppies ava i lab le  
shortly. Males and 
females, with papers, 
shots etc. S300. Also two 
males' available for stud 
service, black & tan or 
sable. For more In. 




33 For Sale 
mlicel laneous 
I I I  I 
FOR SALE-- 1 Kerosene 
heater. Like new. Paid 
$200. Asking S100. Phone 
(n~-4may) 
HAWK E 'S EAFOODS 
Specializing In  fresh 
prawns. Inssason cod, 
octopus, snails, l ive 
crab; halibut and 






:WANTE O~ ;'ca'rtnO 
'h0me for 14 year"01d; 
mixed V4.Tennesse 
Walker gelding. Tack 
Included. Owner away at 





for Rent*  
I i "  " " 
ONE & TWO BEDROOM 
Apts. Good rates. Csli 
manager any time for 








1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
suites available. 
Spacious & glean. 
Extras Include: Heat, 
hot water, laundry 
facilities, storage locker. 
& parking. References 
r~lulred es of Feb. 1-14. 





Frldge, stove, drepel, 
Carpeting off street 
parking, security 
system. 





2 BEDROOM washer and 
dryer, frldge and stove. 
$325 per month. •Available 
May 1st. No pots please. 
Phone 635-9378. 
(ps.8may) 
SMALL2 BEDROOM apt. 
In Thornhlll. Self. 
contained. Frldge and 
stove. Ideal for single or 
couple. Phone 635-3166. 
View at 3727 River Drive. 
(p3.4may) 
'ONE BEDROOM suites 
LOW rents. Close to town 
and shopping. Phone 635. 




APARTMENTS-- I, 2 and 3 
bedroom. .apartmonts. 
Downtown locality. ' 
Complete with dishwasher, 
fireplace, frldge, stove and 
.parklng..Secudty..entrance, 
~ Phone 638.9317. :' : ~ .': 
(a~csept12ttn) 
3 BEDROOM basement 
suite. Frldge and stove, 
fu l l  carpet. Close to 
school and town. No pets. 




FOR SALE-- 33 ft. 48  Homes 
riverboat, flbreglass to( Rent 
over plywood and 
polyehylene bottom, 
front sleeting.. 8OHP FOR RENT-- Old, small 
MercuPy motor, tandem house $275 per month. 
trailer and some extras. Phone 638.1986. 
Must be seen to be ap- ' (acc.tfn) 
preclaled. Phone 635- 
2748. ~ DUPLEX In town, gas 
(pS-3may) heat and hot water. 
Fireplace, 2 bedrooms up, 
SAILBOAT for sale-- 14 ft. 1 down. Carpets, new range 
Heble Cat complete with and frldge. No pots. $450 
trailer. Double panelled month. For appointment to 
sails, colored orange and view call 635.2541 evenings 
harvest gold. Orange only. 
trampoline. Excellent . (p10.14may) 
condition, Asking $3200. 
OBO. Call after 6pm. THREE BEDROOM 
(Smlthers) 847.4051. town houses close to 
(p20-29may) shopping centres and 
schools. Phone Terrace 
EXCELLENT 20 '  
RIVERBOAT with 50HP Manor 638.8417. 
Mercury also heavy duty (p2O.2imaY) 
tral!er. Life Jackets etc. ! BEDROOM furnished 
$2,900 firm. Phone 635- unit in Thornhlll $235 per 







FOR RENT-- Cement 
forms. Call 638-1396. 
(stfn) 
UI I 
47 ' Suites 
for Rent 
Ii I rl 
LARGE 1 BEDROOM 
apartment situated In 
Thornhlll. :$250 per 
month plus utilities. Also 
need roommate ' for 
shared house. Phone 635. 
2315. 
(pS.4mey) 
ONE BEDROOM & 
bache lor  su i tes .  
AVailable Immediately. 
Frldge & stove Included. 
Sauna & recreation 
rmm. &ls4o23 or. 63s. 
5109 to view. 




to (  r Sale , 
I 
GOOD STARTER 
HOME 2 years old. 
Partially finished on % 
acre. 3 large bedrooms 
on t750'sq, ft. main floor. 
Natural gas fired hot 
water heating .system. 
Room for two bedrooms 
upstelrs~ Can be viewed 
st 3882 Mounh;Jew or 




2 BEDROOM log house, 
1200 sq. ft. on main, 1000 
upst.alrs In lath One.third 
acre scenic river view lot. 
$69,000 635.4868 or 638-0678 
Phone after lpmfo view. 
(p11.15may) 
FOR SALE BY 
BUILDER 3 bedroom 
home. Full daylight 
basement with brick 
fireplace. Location: 







FOR SALE--SIx acres of 
land. Creek running 
through the middle. The 
frontage Is cleared. 






FOR RENT.  S,000 sq. 
ft. retail store. Located 
corner of Lakelse 8 
Emerson - best sho~ 
windows in town - fo~ 
further Informaflor 




PRIME RETAIL or 
office space on 3rd Ave., 
Prince Rupert . 150C 
square feet - good terms 
• fixtures optional . 
loading area and alley 






I DEALERSHIP ~ 
I .. O.PPORTUNITY,,,:, 
: IA - r ) l~Oso~,r  ~ • ~f!,e 
Iqual!ty gift:souvenir 
Iowels Is Interested In 
establishing a dealer. 
ship In your area, 
This Is an excellent 
opportunity for persons 
who want to operate 
from their home, 




Write: First B.C. 
Towel Co. 
Box 2070: Stn. A, 





serv ic ing  and 
restocking retail store 
accounts. 









SALE-- Established m 





Inc lude  vend ing  
machines. Reply to Box 
1485 c.o Terrace. 
Klflmat Dally Herald, 





t,,, sUZUKI ,o0  GS, 
km Excellent condition. 




NEWLY BUILT lS00 sq. 1975 V.W . RABBIT, 4 
ft. log L house in Sl~ed, rediD, good con. 
Rosewood. Locatedon 10 ' dltlon. No rust. 68,000 
acres. 1.2 acres cleared, miles. 12300 OBO. Phone 





Chrys le r "  Cordova, 
auto., PS, PB, AM.FM 
stereo, Good condition. 
Phone Terry at 632-6191 
between 9am & 4pro. 
(acc10.11maY) 
REPOSSESSION 
For sale 1981 Toyota PU 
View at S.K.B. Auto 
Salvage, 3690 Duhan 
Rd., Terrace. Please 
forward bids to C.C.A., 
Box 1065, Terrace, B.C. 
Attn: M. Lalng. Further 
cletalls cell 635. 
7649. (acc3.4maync2. 
8may) 
1979 CHEV IMPALA 2 door 
hard.top, PS, PB, .3~ cu. 
In. 4 bbl, auto., 8 track tape, 
no rust, new engine and 
paint lob. $1400 OBO. Call 
635-3216. 
(pS.T/may) 
58 Tracks & 
Vans 
MUST ~rELL-- 1980Ford, 
F150 4)¢4, 6. cyl., short 
box, new fires, canopy, 
roof rack, .excellent 
condition, 28,000 ml. 
Asking $7,200. Phone 638. 
1919. (pl0-9may) 
1982 DATSUN KING cab 
4x4 Excellent condition, 
low mileage, two tone, 5 
speed, reasonable tredes 
accepted. Phone 635,4246. 
(p3-2moy) 
1974 FORD F150 Ranger 
XLT. Canopy and boat 
rack. Dual tanks - No rust. 
• Excellent condition. Low 





2 BEDROOM mobl:ie 
home for rent. Located in. 
Terrace. Reasonable 
rent. Phone 627.7171. 
~OR SALE.-- 19~;2 12'x~' 
3 bedroom mobile home. 
2 storage sheds. Fenced 
yard. Set.up and skirted 
In Terrace trailer court, 
Appliances negotiable. 
Asking S18,~)0. Open to 
offers. 635.3705.(p6.2may) 
KNIGHT MOBILE HOME. 
Large 1 bodro0m, sklrted, 
with ineY shack, furnished. 
$10,500. Phone 635.3239. 
(p10.14may) 
1976 12'x68' 3 bedroom 
mobile home. Set up In 
Terrace Trailer Court. 
8'x10' addition, 5 ap- 
pliances, good condition. 
Askin~i $17,000.' Phone 
638-1307 after 5pm.. 
(pl0-4may) 
FOR SALE-- 12x68 Villa 
Vista. 3 bedroom with 
ioey shack. Washer, 
dryer, frldge, stove, 
dishwasher and micro- 
wave built.in. Phone 638- 
8364 asking $19;000.- 
(p20-15may) 
e'xi2' JOEY SHACK, 
]nsu la ted ,  wi red,  
eevestrough, two doors, 








. " . _ "  
1981 . 8V28 ,ft. SKYLARK 
Holiday trailer with or 
without 8)(24 ieeY shack 
(like new). 
17' Skylark Holiday trailer 
comes with toilet etc. 
Phone 635-3993 after 5pm. 




The Ministry of Forests 
has under consideration 
the renewal of established 
grazing rights in the form 
of grating permits t'o the 
listed operators within the 
following crown range 
areas after May 16, 1984 
unless otherwise specified: 
Casslar Stock Range: 
Horse Ranch Unit 10 year 
Ilcence to Dalzlel Hunting 
Tanzllla Unit 5 year permit 
to WIllie Williams 
Telegraph Unit 1 year 
pormlt to Bobby Ball 
Klastline.Morcheau Unit 1 
year permit to Guide 
Outfitters Assoc. of B.C. 
Tanzllla Unit 1 year permit 
to Bill Maitland 
Tanzllla unit S year permit 
to Bruce Creyke 
Particulars and ap- 
pllcatloh forms are 
available .at, and com- 
pleted applications or 
representations shell be 
submifled to: 
D is t r i c t  Manager, 
Ministry of Forests, 
General De,very, Dease 
Lk. of B.C. V0C 1L0. 
(accl-2may) 
The Ministry.of Forests 
has under consideration 
the Issuance of a 1 year 
grazing permit to a new 
appllcent in the following 
area and under conditions 
cited: 
Casslar Stock Range 
Klappan Unit . 1 year 
permit o be Issued to Iskut 
Band totalling 192 
A.U.M.'s grazing by 
Horses between June 1 and 
December 31, 1984. 
. Par t i cu la rs  or 
representations may • be 
submitted to the District 
Manager, at Ministry of 
Forests, General Delivery, 
Dease.Lk.B.C. VOC.1L0 by 
June, l ;  t984.- ~ .... ' 
(accl.2m.ay) 
i • 





The Ministry of Human 
Resources Invites .sub- 
missions from societies, 
companies or Individuals 
'to provide residential and 
day programs for mentally 
retarded persons In the 
Terrace area. 
The Ministry seeks 
proposals for the following 
programs: 
--a' residential resource 
for three adults . , 
---a day programme to 
meet spodflc needs of the 
three adults. 
Submissions may be for 
residential and.or day 
programs. 
For further Information 
'contact AIf Brady, 
Minlsh;y of Human 
Resources at Box 380, 
Hazelten, B.C. V0J tY0, 
Phone 842.5201. 
Submissions will be 
received at Ministry of 
Human Resources, 34.3412 
Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. 
until 4:30 p.m., May 31st, 
1984. VSG 4T2. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be 
1 
1972 CHEV BUS Ideal for 
motor home. Rebuilt 366 
Custom paint. Seats 
Included. Must be seen, 
Asking $3,900 Phone 635. 
31173. 
(p3.2may) 
• ' _ accepted. 
{accS-11may) 
~-o a c h dPlPl, ~ tl 
Apartments 
2)? . . . . . . . . t  , , . .  
• ..r.".t. '1".1..,. - J . . - . . .  F .h , .  
J , , a r . , ,  .c..~rt F .pd . . , ,  p, . Jedr  m,. ,B , , ,  
~ .~. ,  -.a~aFe, Uld/me 
6384245 
I I / 
The Herald, Wednesday, May 2, 1984, Page 9 
El Salvador unions 
furst d.hol public rally, 
n four years 
TEGUCIGALPA (AP) --  
More than 20,000 
protestors chanting anti- 
American slogans mar- 
ched through the Hen- 
duran capital to mark the 
May Day labor holiday, 
and leftist unions in El 
Salvador held their first 
public rally in f.our years. 
The demonstration in 
Teguclgalpa was the 
largest protest march in 
the Central .~neHcan 
codntry in recent years, 
and leftist orators 
denounced the government 
• of President Roberto Suazo 
Cordova for allowing a 
growing U.S. military 
presence in Honduras. 
Napoleon Acevedo 
Granados, president of )he 
Unitarian Leftist 
Federation, called for the 
"immediate xpulsion" of 
CIA-aided Nicaraguan 
rebels from Honduras. 
The demonstrators 
chanted slogans opposing 
the presence ofU.S. troops 
in Honduras to conduct 
military exercises and 
train soldiers from neigh- 
boring El Salvador in anti- 
guerrilla tactics. 
The ~Reagan ad- 
ministration has made 
Honduras a centre for 
operations to pressure 
Nicaragua's leftist 
government to sever its 
military ties with Cuba and 
the Soviet Union. 
In E! Salvador, about 
2,000 supporters of leftist 
unions celebrated the 




HALIFAX (CP) -- 
Canadians Ken Langley 
and Garry Sowerby ended 
~their AfricaTt0-Arctic 
llriving challenge this 
morning, covering the 
21,000 kilometres in a little 
more than 28 days. 
The twt Haligoaluns 
arrived in  Nordcapp, 
Norway, at 7:10 a.m. Af)T 
today, said spokesman 
Sandy Huntiey. They left 
Cape Agulhas, South 
Africa, on April 4. 
Langley and Sowerby, 
who form Odyssey 
International Ltd., had 
hoped to complete their 
treck in 25 days but they. 
• lost time after being 
ambushed in Kenya on 
April 9. They also were 
• delayed when they 
changed their rnute" to 
avoid further skirmishes in 
• Ethiopia. 
l~angley and Sowerby, 
who are featured on. the 
front of the current edition 
of the Guiuness Book of 
World Records, were 
driving an elaborately 
equipped GMC Suhurban. 
In 1980, they set a world 
' record when they" drove 
around the world in just 
over 74 days, 
march through the capital 
of San Salvador, their first 
such demonstration in four 
years. 
BEGIN DRIVE 
I .  the civil war, 
Salvadoran troops backed 
by warplanes .and artillery 
began a drive on rebel 
positions northeast of the 
capital Tuesday. Col. 
JaLme Flores, commander 
of the 1st Infantry Brigade, 
said more than 3,000 
soldiers were converging 
on about 900 guerrillas 
massed between the towns 
of Tejutepeque and 
Jutiapa. 
1. San Jose, Costa Pica, 
leftist and moderate 
unions joined ranks for the 
first time in 14 years and 
marched to protest the 
International Monetary 
Fund's demands that the 
government impose new 
austerity measures before 
receiving further aid. 
1. a communique issued 
Tuesday night. 
Guatemala's military 
government charged that 
leftist guerrillas wearing 
army uniforms killed eight 
Guatemalan refugees near 
the Mexican border. 
Mexico's official news 
agency Notimex reported 
that armed men dresaed in 
battle fatigues attacked 
the Chupedero refugee 
camp Monday, killing 
eight people. 
in Panama, nine Latin 
American foreign 
ministers said they 
reached accord "in 
principle" on an end to 
foreign interference in 
Central America. They 
also agreed to "impede the 
use of any territory by 
irregular forces against 
neighboring countries" 
and to discourage sabotage 
and terrorism. 
However, no eeneretc 
agreements emerged from 
a two<lay meeting that 
ended Tuesday. The 
meeting brought foreign 
ministers from the Con- 
tadora group -- Mexico, 
Colombia, Venezuela and 
Panama -- together with 
their counterparts from 
Honduras, Costa Pica, El 
Salvador, Guatemala nd 
Nicaragua. 
.g rows  
COMMUNITY 
COLLEGE 
Industrial First Aid Course 
Tues., Wed. ,  & Thurs .  even ings  
beginning May 15, 1984 each class 7- 
10p.m. Room 215 Admin is t ra t ion  
Building. 
Fee: $175.00, Including Text, Syllabus 
and E.xam. 






Division de I'Ouest 
FI e No : 2. N233.7(WD) 
Docket No.~ .6900 WD " 
APPLICATION BY 
NORTHERN MOUNTAIN HELICOPTERS INC. 
FOR AUTHORITY TO OPE RATE 
A COMMERCIAL AIRSERVICE 
Northern Mounteln Helicopters Inc. has ap.~ 
plied for authority to operate a Class 4 Charter " 
commercial air service from.a base at Terrace, 
British Columbia, using rotating wing aircraft In 
Group A;RW. 
Any person Interested .may Intervene, to 
support, oppose or modify the apollcaflon In 
accordance with the Canadian Transport 
Commission's General Rules. An Intervention, If
made, shall be filed not later than May 21, 1984, 
together with evidence that It has been duly 
served upon the applicant. 
On request o the Commission, further par. 
tlculars of the application and Instructions on 
filing an Intervention in accordance with the 
Canadian Transport Commission's General 
Rules will be provided. 
All requests hall be mailed or delivered to: 
The Secretary 
Western Division 
Canadian Transport Commission 
Third Floor 





Air Transportation Adviser 
Now at affordable Rates 
One bedroom at $325 o° me. 
Two bedroom at 83600* me. 
- -Attract ive,  spacious, extra storage room 
--Beautiful appliances, tiled showers 
--Lovely cupboards, double s.s. sinks 
--Large balconies with screened patio doors 
--Lots of parking, recreation court 
--Security, enter phones and deadbolts 
" - -Drapery  co.ordlnated to w--w carpets 
--Walking distance to down town 
- -Fami ly  oriented, close to schools 
--Hospital, convenience store, parks, 
car wash, all In area 
-$200.M nnovo In allowance for April 1-30 
Professionally Managed 
by trained staff who respect 
and care for our tenants 
Telephone: 635-5968 
Property Stewards Western Ltd. 
J 
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other menaces, wife and three children in 
A doiry famer when he this southwestern 
: radio statler/KZOK sponsored a costume lived in Britain, Heath Manitoba community. 
switched to bees when he Only about 70 of Heath~s 
arrived in Canada three 400 hives are on his 
years ago. property. The resl~ are 
" I  had kept bees as a scattered on 20 neighboring 
hobby and I knew farms. 
something about hem," he "Most farmers are glad 
Seattle  
show with the theme, "What would you do for two 
Van Halcn tickets?" 
The answer appears to be, ~or fans of the pel~ular 
heavy metal band, anything! 
PHor" to the band's concert Monday, Stephanle 
Butcher, 15, showed up at KZOK dressed in leather 
from head to toe, with a btdlwhip in one hand and a 
dog leash in the other. The leash was fastened 
around the neck of her stepmother, Mickey Brock, 
28, likewise clad in .leather. 
William Jensen, 41, swallowed several dozen baby 
wolf spiders, washing them down with whisky. 
At least 22 people were injured and 45 citations 
were issued during the band's performance to a 
sellout crowd of 15,000. 
In addition, police Lieut. Roy Wedlund said six 
people were arrested on charges that included 
assoults on four policemen. 
""  PEOPLE A bears balanced. diet .. honey and grubs 
gbout : . . . . . . . . .  " ' ' VIItDEN, 'M l in .  (CP)  -- '  said. "., " ........ .i/' : ' ' " . . . .  ' " " ....... 
to accept' the eolontes in :balanced meal;,,r'~)lxon doubled in the province There is also growing 
ms-- ~ beekeeperR°bert HeaththeseiS a\days.,busy ' o:.l{igh"The interestlt was difficult~;atea wer ~ " return for a pallof honey said "The a~,,bo are "a during the last decade, concern that Canadian 
keeping track of scattered : 'get into a dairy bperation~ and...help, .~vi~ ~e fabulous ourS'e-of protein Larger amounts of special apiarists will be unable to Wolf spider and bee colonies and watchin'g '.said Heath, who livea on a po--~mau°l~ t /earn  .s.alo. and the honey Is a good crops and oilseeds, such as Import fresh stock from 
•lne am promem, source or carbohydrates." canola, which provide a southern suppliers. In the 
out for hungry boars and two.heetare farm with his however, is trying to keep HELP INDUSTRY good feeding ground for past~ many _,.1~ ktheeep~f:lS I 
whiskey cocktail bees, have.been planted. Idlledthe,r.s.mc" u,= u~ _ _, 
Manitoba bees produc~!,..and impor~eo packages oz 
about 17.3 million live bees from the southern 
Journey on planet Arde 
in just two dimensions 
Throwing wizard 
old enough now 
Alexander Dewdney 
calls himself "a fairly 
typical member of faculty 
in a fairly typical Canodlan 
university." 
But his novel, The 
Pianlverse, is anything but 
typical, presenting a in. 
tricately imagined world in 
which every element - -  
from its flora and fauna to 
its civilization of intelligent 
beings --  exists in just two 
dimensions. 
"It's sort of.weird, isn't 
it," says the University of 
Western ontario computer 
science . professor, 
inadequately descdbing a 
book that resists being 
classified as science fiction 
or put into any other 
literary pigeon-hole. 
I t  is tbe story of o group 
or students at a university 
who suddenly find their 
computer project aking on 
In a classic case of better-late-than-never, 
Ferguson Jenkins has signed to pitch~ sandlot 
baseball with London Majors of the Inter-Coanty 
Major Haseball League. 
The Majors first tried to sign • Jenkins, a native of 
Chatham, Ont., 24 years ago when he was a 16-year- 
old throwing phenomenon i  his home town. But the 
Ontario Baseball Association said he was to young 
to be travelling to play baseball and ruled against 
the signing. 
Fergie, 40, went on to do a lot or travelling in a 22. 
year career that saw two stops each in Chicago and 
Texas as well as Philadelphia nd Boston, with 284 
major league, pitching victories under his belt 
before calling it quits this spring. 
Now he says he will play for fun in the southern 
Ontorio eircuit -- but "I'm going to pitch to win and 
I want to win." 
i. basebafl pc 
MONTREAL (CP) --  The federal 
government has no right to put its betting 
: pool tickets on sale while the courts are 
deciding on their legality, lawyers for the 
provincial governments and the baseball 
major leagues aid Tuesday. 
Federal officials would have to stop 
selling the tickets and "unscramble the 
~orambled eggs" if the courts rule against 
..=m, lower Robert Mongesn told Quebec 
Superior Court. 
Mengcon, who represents 15 baseball 
clubs of the American and National 
leagues, expressed surprise that the pool 
tickets went on sale Tuesdoy while the 
court met, 
a strange life of its own. 
Their terminal has 
somehow become a window 
into another world, com- 
plete with flying snakes, 
underground predators and 
a likeable character called 
Yendred with whom they 
can communicate via the 
keyboard. 
Intriguing in its oddity in 
the' first few poges, the 
story of Yendred's journey 
across his planet Arde ancl 
the detailed realization'of 
the 2-I) concept quickly 
becomes enthralilng. 
HAS THEORY 
"I know this sort of thing 
is entirely uniikely to 
happen," Dewdney said:in 
an interview. "But I have 
this' funny theory about 
reality that says if two 
things happen to coincide 
in certain respects they are 
the same, and there may be 
a kind of  .e0mmunieatlon 
going on between them," 
Or, to paraphrase an 
explanation i  the book:As 
a vibrating tuning fork can 
cause another tuning fork 
to start vibrating, the 
students' computer : 
program coincided with 
enough aspects or the in. 
dependently existing 
Planiverso to set that world 
"vibrating" and establish a
communications link 
between Eorth and Arde.- 
Obscure explanations 
and theories of reality 
come freely (rgm Dewd- 
ney, but perha~ that'a n~t 
surprising considering that 
his mind operotes in the 
most arcane re=inns of 
Courts wrangle while 
 ool on sale 
the bees alive. - To help the beekeeping 
Don Dixon, apiarist for industry, the province pays 
the Manitoba Department up 'to 75 per cent for 
of Agriculture, says boars damage inflicted by boars 
con smash a wooden hive' and provides $100 for 
within minutes for a taste construction of an electric 
of the honey and the grub- fence. A~ well, a number of 
like larval bees. "It's a perfecily trouhlesome bears are shot 
every year. • 
Of about 1,700 apiarists 
operating in Manitoba, 
Heath is one of 2,50 with 
commercial operations of. 
100 or more hives, 
Eventually, Heath hopes 
to have 50O colonies in 
operation. 
"That would give me a 
theoretical computer marketable qunntity' of 
science, honey and provide a 
"My research is really reasonable living," he said. 
He told Mr. Justice Charles Gonthier family-oriented game and would violate 
that Ottawa's decison represented a "lack their copvri~ts and trademarks• 
environmental  studies in Vancouver , .  
said six boat shelter areas have been 
cleared along the shores of Whitesall 
Lake. Alcan has offered the t imber  -- 
which has been preserved by the water - 
. to anyone who will haul i taway ,  but 
there have been no takers so far. These 
before and after photographs show one 
of the boat shelter areas after clear.ing. 
of  cour tesy . "  
As Mongeon spoke, federal Sports 
Minister Jacques Olivier was at a news 
conference across town to oanomzce 
Ottawa was determined to go ahead with i t  
betting scheme, which it says is not a 
lottery but a game of skill. The pool is 
based on accurate predictions of baseball 
scores. 
The provinces, led by Quebec, want an 
injunction ~ stop the betting pool, saying it 
violates a five-year-old agreement giving 
them the sole right to operate lotteries. 
'TARNISHES IMAGE' 
The profession~ll clubs say Ottawa's pool 
'would tarnish basoboli's reputation as a 
Dead t imber  was removed from more 
than 105 hectares (260 acres) of the 
Nechako Reservoir in 1983 as part of 
Alcan's underwater logging program. 
The program began in 1978 to make the 
927 square-ki lometre reservoir  safer for 
boating. The program wil l  continue in 
1984. The trees were flooded when the 
reservoir was constructed in the early 
1950s. Noel H i l ton,  Alcan's Director of 
out in left field. It has great "It's about as much as one 
potential importance, but family can handle." 
only one in 100 chances of Dixon says the 
succesding." .beekeeping industry han 
kilograms of honey lost United States each springi 
year and 10~,000 kilograms 
ofbeeswax, worih atatalof But those imports ap- 
peared to be threatenedlin 
$9.9 million. Manitoba has the late 1970s by an influx 
traditionally ranked of killer bees. 'The 
second to Alberta in annual aggressive African , ,~  
output. But production was were imported to Brazil~in 
down last year because of the late 1950s and are 
hot, dry weather; putting slowly moving north, 
the province in third place displacing the more docile 
behthd Saskatchewan. breeds. 
Dixon added most of the However, the tropical 
honey is shipped to world bee is not as big a threat as 
markets because the once believed. 
average annual con- 
sumption in Canada is less "Once they get into 
than one kilogram per colder climates, they are 
capita, less of a threat," Heath 
So far, he said, said. "They are less 
promotional efforts have competitive with European 
been terrible, breeds." 
I usiness clirecto£ t 
Total Business Services 
IHTRODUCTORY. OffER 
PHOTO COPIES 10= each 
diagonally opposite the library 
OFFICE MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
- -  ) I  li T I I 
SAT|LUTE VINYL, FABRICS 
& CAN.VA$ WORKS 
B t Tops 
Let us repair your old boat op or make you a new 
one or' re-cover your seats. 
635-434S 
Terrace ROLAND PUETZ 
• Skim Ilall 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
/ .  
;n, ,  u, , 
NEW 
MOBILE  HOMES 
on d isp lay  in P ine  Park  
set up, sk i r ted,  ready  fo r  occupancy  
Energy Efficient & Affordnble 
3889 Muller Ave. 635.9418 
R.V .  REPAIRS  
' \ PARTS - NEW & USED 
~ O  J ALL R.V. REPAIRS 
_ i" ' ; '~"~'t ' Including Insurance Claims 
4759 Itlghwey 16 Wesl 635"6882 
Te.,co, o.c. yea ~N~ . 635-6945 
RB ELECTRONICS 
Warranty Work On, 
Sanyo,  Fisher, Candle, York, Toshiba, 
Zenith, Lloyds, 
Repairs toall  makesof 
Stereos & T.V.'s 
,,UO.A.A. 638-0775 • TERRACE 
DA /ID J, DEDEUKE ' 
8I~ITISH COLUMBIA LAND SURVEYOR. 
3305 KENNEY STREET. 
TERRACE, BC V8G 3G3 
638-1449 
~- I  I ,kL AF.I'~ <LVt~ 
Leamthe Art of the Samvrai 
/ i '% "~!w/~l"  All Instruction b,  certified black 
.b ' belt. 32~2 Munroe Street. 
~:- '2L'~. '~a'L.., ~. ~<, --Will reduce stress 
".t% .~..1..~ " t %.~.. --Wltl increase self confidence 
& ' r ~, ~ -- ' ;1 r , . "  - -P roven e f fec t ive  in  se l fdehmce 
" ' '~,~1. ' .~'.. ";C,. 
; ; , ~ . %~ Tueldey + Fr ld|ys/ :3q)m 10:00~m 
.~ L,,~" "" ' ~ ' . . , . ,  Club I~one No, 6~ 9556 or 63110465 
Call 638-0453 
 SLF- > rFN(E kA AIE- 
For 
FH HIRE 
John Deem 510 Dacldme 
Water & sewer lines, trenching 




HANDSPLIT RESAWN, CEDAR 8HAKE8 
• ,NO.1-24", NO.~-~"  & No. l - IS" .  
ohio bondl~ eedm" Ir~ .c~ . • 
Bagged cedar sowdust 
RR4 Rober¢ Jm 
Old Remo Rd. 
T~rrsce 638-1912. 
635-5211 
REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS 
& CONSULTANTS 
STEVE R. CULLIS 
~OX 44t 
TERRACE. O C 
VSG eBI 
FOR LEASE 
Commercial or Warehouse SpaCe 
At the corner of Keith, Kenney & Pohle 
. - - th ree  units, 1737 sq. ft. each w i th  store fronts.  
• - -one uni t ,  1800 sq. ft. w i th  store front. 
- -one  uni t ,  951 sq, if;, w i th  14x14 overhead door. 
Cell DAVE McKEOWN 
635.7459 
Cabaetry 
I (604)638"i437 ' 
o Sapphire 
H ir Design 
For appointment call 
638-1026 
STYLISTS 
Shar0nCleve--Joan Prince-- Sandy Thomson 
4844 Loen Ave. 
'i, ;.~,. •'-"~2 ~;  ;:~;,:,J'.." ,- ,: ..... ":, .: 
, ~Z-~;.'..~--"~,.'p~,.,~ .': .~v.~ -. .... . ' '~ .~,  ~. - , 
'V ;' '-';:" ' ".'.' .~ .... " "'" " "  
Windshield & Auto Glass ICBC Claims 
Specialists 
Handled 
information on running•your ad in 
directory call 635-6357 
~ !  Promptly 
, GLASS ' 
,7, A K ~  .... 
TERRACE ~NTERPRISE  
638.1166 K IT IMAT 
632~4741 11 
the business 
